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Democracy Works Better
With an Informed Electorate
According to Sir Winston Churchill, it
has been said (by whom Mr. Churchill
does not appear to have specified) that
democracy is the worst form of government except all the others that have been
tried. Recent news stories which need not
be summarized in this space have caused
many people (some against their will)
to pay an unusual amount of attention
to, and direct an unusual amount of displeasure toward, various democraticallyelected officials at the municipal, provincial and federal levels of government.
Some of those people may have voters’
remorse, so to speak, with respect to decisions made at the ballot box in the past.
It is timely, then, that those condominium
corporations whose fiscal years coincide
with the calendar year (which is many,
if not most, corporations) are approaching the time of year at which a corporation’s democratically-elected board
of directors is most likely to incur the
displeasure of the electorate (i.e., the unit
owners): the setting of the budget for the
next fiscal year. Although most unit owners would accept the general proposition
that things tend to get more expensive
over time, many of those unit owners will
nevertheless react with instinctive anger
if advised that the board has passed a budget increasing the common expenses by
an amount roughly equivalent to inflation. For some corporations that are either facing unusual challenges or taking
on unusual projects, the increase could
be even greater.
If you are a unit owner who disagrees
with your board’s decisions about the

budget, take the time to educate yourself
(as best as is possible) as to what items go
into the budget, how much they are expected to cost and how much variability
there has historically been in budgeted
versus actual cost of particular items. If
you are a board member who anticipates
a negative response to the budget from

Condominium boards
of directors, unlike
elected government
officials, are subject to
a recall vote if the bad
news comes out later
your unit owners, work with your fellow
board members to foster an atmosphere
of openness in which those unit owners
who care to educate themselves are able
to access the information to do so. Democracy works better with an informed
electorate, and condominium boards of
directors, unlike elected government officials, are subject to a recall vote if the
bad news comes out later.

Brian Horlick,

B.Comm., B.C.L., LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
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for any statement or advice contained
herein. Articles should not be relied
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an authoritative or comprehensive
answer in any case. Professional advice
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particulars applicable in the specific
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condominium directors from liability
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On November 21, 2013, the CBC program
“Doc Zone” aired a documentary entitled
“The Condo Game”. The Condo Game
was intense and largely negative. Parts
(and I emphasize the word “parts”) of the
segment were an absolute affront to balanced journalism. Anyone who believes
the sensational coverage would never, in
their right mind, buy a condominium in
Toronto. That surely is not the real state of
the condominium marketplace on Toronto.
The show’s content dealt with many of the
issues talked about - real, common, uncommon and exceptional. Whatever one’s
opinion is about the actual truth, attention
should be paid to information that is out
there about the condominium industry.
One thing is certain, if the statements in
the show are taken to be widely common
and ubiquitous facts, condo sales would
have dropped drop like a stone. I haven’t
heard of any drop in sales since the show
aired, but would have to conclude that the
effect of the information aired will not help
market value. The industry and government need to pay attention to what is said
on such a widely watched show. The problem with The Condo Game is that it did
not interview those with other opinions
about the quality of construction and what
is being done about it.
The stories presented, which I discuss in an
article later in this edition, were unique and
important; not to be thrown away, but they
were not a representation of the majority of
new condominiums being built in Toronto.
The general sense that all condominium
construction in Toronto is shoddy, is not
reality. While certainly, there are many,
perhaps too many, examples of problem
construction and unit issues, they are not

the widespread norm. Equating the Toronto
condominium boom and its construction to
Vancouver is a little much. I say this from
the perspective of one of the law firms that
makes it its business to protect condominium corporations and their owners from bad
construction and developers who fail to step
up to the plate for repairs and rectification of
construction issues.
However, there were some very good points
raised in The Condo Game, many of which
we are already aware. Firstly, the show referred to very large projects governed by a
board of directors, made up of individuals
who may not be experts in the issues of rectification of construction deficiencies and
ongoing management of the project; more
about this later. I noted in the last edition
of the Condo Voice that many of the new
projects are governed by a board of three,
which I pointed out, was not enough of a
substantial board to deal with the issues
of a large downtown condominium project. Secondly, and very importantly, The
Condo Game focused on the very important issue of what actual control the City of
Toronto has over the nature and quality of
development. Essentially, the point is very
well taken; Why are democratically elected
counselors of the City of Toronto overruled
by the OMB, being one single person hearing objections and ruling upon them? Essentially, one person hearing an OMB
appeal can change the nature of an entire
development and neighborhood. Should
this not be the actual elected council?

Mario Deo
BA. LL.B.
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Ownership Experience
By Kevin Brodie
TARION

Tarion
Online
Portal

At Tarion, we are continually looking for
ways to improve the home ownership experience. That means focusing on projects
that benefit homeowners and condo unit
owners. In addition, we’ve launched industry-based initiatives to improve after-sales
service and the warranty process. We have
a number of projects underway that I’d like
to share with you.
Managing your Common Elements Warranty is Just a Click Away
For years, unit owners have been able to
submit warranty forms and receive reminders of important deadlines through
their MyHome accounts. And now we’re
pleased to introduce MyHome for Condominium Common Elements.
This new online service is available to designates of condo projects that were regis-

tered with the Land Registry Office on or
after July 1, 2010. If you are unsure of the
registration date of your condo project, you
can refer to the Declaration and Description or Amendment to the Declaration.
Using MyHome for Condominium Common Elements, designates will be able to:
• Easily submit warranty forms and condominium documents to Tarion;
• Receive email reminders and notifications of important dates and warranty
timelines;
• Store important condominium documents;
• Directly access the Tarion Common
Element Portal (CE Portal) for online
updating of the Performance Audit
Tracking Summary;
• Receive e-correspondence and communicate electronically with Tarion.

Registering for MyHome for CE is a little
different than registering as a homeowner,
so let me take you through the steps.
1) Visit Tarion.com and click “Register for
MyHome”.
2) Once you select “Register Now” you will
be prompted for the enrolment type. If
you are the Condominium Corporation’s designate representative, it’s important that you select this option.
3) After you submit your online registration application, you will be required to
send an original Appointment of Designate Form for the Condominium Corporation to Tarion by mail.
4) Tarion will then review the application
and once approved, provide you with a
temporary password to access MyHome.
Stay tuned for further announcements in
the coming year, as we continue to look for
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Creating
Efficiencies
and Building
a Better
Homeownership
Experience

At Maple Ridge Community Management we never forget that
the communities we manage are places people call home, and
the service we have the honour of providing directly impacts
their quality of life and the appreciation of their property values.

• ESTABLISHED 1984

• ACMO 2000 CERTIFIED

• INDUSTRY LEADERS

5753 COOPERS AVENUE, MISSISSAUGA, ON L4Z 1R9 T 905-507-6726 1-855-507-6726 F 905-507-6722 W MRCM.CA
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ways to enhance the MyHome for Common
Elements service. If you have any questions
feel free to write to us at b49@tarion.com.
Enhanced Builder Systems – A Win-Win
We know that condo managers are often
the first to hear of deficiencies even inside
a unit, so I’d like to take this opportunity
to talk about some of the ways we’ve been
improving efficiency in after-sales service.
We’ve recently worked with the building industry on piloting a MyHome and
BuilderLink integration system that allows builders and vendors to receive online
homeowner forms that are automatically
integrated into their own systems.
For unit owners, this means more efficiency
as trades are auto-dispatched, customer
inquiries are answered more quickly and
more warranty forms are submitted on
line. It adds up to a win-win for unit owners and builders.
When the system was piloted earlier this
year with Mattamy, we saw the number
of forms submitted through MyHome increase to about 20 per cent above Tarion’s

When the system was
piloted earlier this
year with Mattamy,
we saw the number
of forms submitted
through MyHome
increase to about
20 per cent above
Tarion’s average.
average. We’ll be reaching out to the industry later in the year with more information
about how to use Tarion’s MyHome and
BuilderLink integration systems.
Examining Condo Conversion Coverage
Earlier this year, it was announced that

Tarion would begin studying the feasibility
of extending warranty coverage to include
condo conversions.
It’s not something that has been undertaken lightly. Given the unique nature of most
condo conversions, these types of projects
present additional challenges for warranty
coverage and the potential for significant
financial risk.
We have been conducting extensive research to determine the feasibility of providing statutory warranty coverage for
condo conversions. We expect that the initial research to conclude by year-end and
we’ll be able to report back to the industry
in early 2014.
Tarion is always looking for better ways
to serve Ontario consumers and these initiatives are a few examples of how we are
working to create a better home ownership
experience.
For more information on Tarion’s current
initiatives, follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/tarionwarrantycorp. C V
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Refurbishment
Terry Ferster, RCM
Brookfield Residential Services Ltd.

A Refurbishment
for My Milestone
Birthday

PHOTOGRPHY BY RON JOCSAK

A refurbishment success
story and a few tips I
learned along the way

As the Property Manager of Atrium II
located in the Yonge and Sheppard area, I
see firsthand the marvelous features of this
building. Built when space efficiency was
not such a big concern, the building boasts
a large open lobby and extensive beautifully
appointed amenities. There are 246 suites
and 23 floors. Truly, it is a gem in the area.
However, with all these things going for
it, the aesthetics eventually gave way and
the building, although immaculately kept,
looked dated. Its “show” value was missing
and screamed of a design circa 1970 with
black lacquer and brass. Sound familiar?
Well, if your building sounds like this, read
on and I will outline how we undertook our
refurbishment project and will provide a few
tips that we learned along the way.
Our investigative process began nearly 3
years prior to the actual approval to move
forward with the project. I was 47 then. Yes,
it was a long time in the making but this is

not so unusual. At first, the cost took a while
to get over. The board didn’t want to spend
the money required to do all of the items
they initially discussed. However, it became
quickly evident that doing one portion of a
job and leaving another may lead to a poor
job overall. Finishes left untouched next
to newer finishes can be made to look even
more worn and dated. They also considered
the economies of scale in doing a more thorough scope of work. To help alleviate some
of the financial impact, we had the option to
spread the cost of the project over two fiscal years. With all of this in mind the Board
revisited their strategy and decided to undertake a thorough refurbishment.
Participating along with the Board was
Atrium’s Property Standards Committee
(PSC), a formed group of unit owners, not on
the Board, whose mandate is to review and
participate in all our condominium projects.
The Board and PSC shared in the duties of

moving the refurbishment project along and
were involved regularly.
The final plan was to renovate all common
areas including hallways and the main floor
amenities. The plan also included the addition of a Guest Suite and Board Room, while
moving our fitness area and hobby room to
another area to accommodate these changes.
It was also decided that a complete rehabilitation of our pool should be undertaken as
there were economies to do so at the same
time and we didn’t want another disruptive
refurbishment at a later date.
Given the size of this project the Board and
I felt it was necessary to hire a designer. The
designer’s role was to provide a cohesive design solution for the required areas and act as
the condominium’s consultant throughout
the project. Having participated in a condominium refurbishment already, I highly
recommended to the Board that the designer
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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chosen be registered and have extensive experience in condominium refurbishments. A
specialized designer is critical to a successful
project.
BEFORE RENO

BEFORE RENO

We interviewed three designers that fit our
criteria, visited buildings that they worked
on and reviewed their proposals. We ultimately chose Trevor Kruse of Hudson Kruse
Design. The Board connected with him personally and was impressed with his extensive experience in condominium refurbishments and new condominium design and felt
he could best produce a design that would
reflect the image that they were looking for.
The design firm entered into a contract with
the condo corporation and was paid a fee to
design and consult on the project from start
to finish. Trevor worked with the Board over
several months and put together a design
scheme and final scope of work for tender.

AFTER RENO
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The design process started with the designer understanding the Boards’ vision and
bringing in his ideas and materials for the
various areas. Some of the existing finishes

that met this criterion received a tender
package from the Designer. Once all the
sealed bids were submitted and reviewed,
we selected JCO & Associates, a firm that
has specialized in condominium refurbishments for over 23 years.
It gets even more exciting now…..the materials are ordered and scheduling begins.
Meeting s with all involved in the execution
of the project became more frequent. From
relocating the concierge desk (computers
and endless wiring) to a functioning, temporary area, to removing the wall covering
from the top floor down, detailed coordinated scheduling was a must. We ensured
that we not only communicated amongst
ourselves but also to our residents. And the
major focus….keep the residents happy, informed and minimally inconvenienced.

(ie. the slate lobby floor and trim) that were
in great shape and costly to replace were
considered in the design schemes. Gradually, this was fined tuned to create two design
schemes from which one was chosen and a
tender package was prepared. The Board
and PSC had full input on the materials and
requirements they felt were necessary from
a durability and functionality aspect of the
project. With everyone’s combined efforts
the original furniture budget was reduced
from $180K to $90K by the completion of
the project.
A similar process ensured to find the right
General Contractor. Although getting the
right design and designer was important,
to me the most critical role in this whole
process was that of the General Contractor. The contractor will be the face of the
refurbishment, will be at the condo every
day until completion and be responsible
for the smooth execution of the project.
We looked for one that was reputable with
extensive condominium experience. Completed projects were visited to ensure quality of workmanship. General Contractors

Having the vast experience of our general
contractor proved to be invaluable. The
detailed knowledge of contractor regarding all facets of this project as well as their
continual presence allowed us to run a tight
schedule. Every condominium refurbishment, although in theory can be generally
similar, there are always unique aspects of
each job especially when you are including
areas such as lobbies and recreation facilities. Decisions on any issues that arose were
dealt with immediately without having to
wait for further approvals. Sometimes what
was originally planned or scheduled was required to be modified to address unforeseen
circumstances which arose.
Our project took 10 months to complete all
areas and another two months to handle the
finishing touches. Timing although long,
went as well as could be expected. I had a
milestone birthday just after Atriums’ milestone refurbishment. I turned 50.
So that is how it all played out. Now here
are the tips I have for you that were learned
along the way: (sidebar at right)
It was through regular communication,
meticulous scheduling, continual hands on
involvement and knowledge from the contractor, thorough daily tidying and the designer’s excellent design sense that enabled
our committed board and property management to shine through to a very successful
project. I wish you all the best in yours. C V

What I learned
Along the Way:

1

Communicate: post it, print it, and
email it! Whatever is going to affect
your residents - they need to know.

run perfectly… really?! Have
2 Ityouwillevernotheard
of a construction project that did? There will be unforeseen
things to deal with. Its how everyone
involved handles it. Work together and
it will get resolved.
experienced professionals
3 Choose
from the industry- a multi residential
building is very different from a private or commercial one. From building codes and condominium-required
processes to managing the many residents that will be travelling around the
refurbishment, knowing condominiums is invaluable.
the number of individuals involved
4 Keep
in the condominium refurbishment to a
reasonable number. The more people
who are involved, the longer decisions
can take to be made and the more
opinions there are to consider.
those that are making the
5 Ensure
decisions understand that they need
to choose a design that pleases the
majority of owners as well as those
looking to buy in their condominium.
Individual tastes should not interfere
with this goal.
the decision makers realize
6 Ensure
they are designing for the majority of
owners and new buyers. Personal taste
is for your own home.
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Planning Guide
Jeff Jeffcoatt, RCM, P. Eng,

CCI Group Inc.

Your

Annual
Condominium
Planning Guide
Here is an invaluable annual schedule that will
help ensure that recurring events are planned
for ahead of time, allowing for smooth operation
of the building with continuity – even if there’s a
change of the Board of Directors or management

ILLUSTRATION BY TOMIO NITTO

For every type of condominium there are
tasks that occur at least once a year and, to
ensure that everything is looked after and
nothing forgotten about, they can be outlined in an annual plan so that appropriate
scheduling can take place. This can cover
many different events that occur at regular intervals, including items for business,
administration, and meetings or planned
events for residents. It should also include
items related to contract renewals, mandatory tests, and items of a general or technical nature to do with the annual upkeep
of the building. This “master plan” can be
updated as required but will prove to be
invaluable in making sure that recurring
events are planned for ahead of time, allowing for smooth operation of the building with continuity – even if there should
be a change of the Board of Directors or

16
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management. It will also allow members of
the board to know what will be discussed
at the next board meeting and make sure
that they feel part of the operation of the
condominium corporation.
Condominium Business Operations
Condominium Corporation “business”
items would include preparation for the
AGM and budget, with mailings to the
owners for both events. Since the preparation of the budget depends upon the fiscal year for the Corporation and the AGM
date is set as a prescribed time from the
Condominium Act these two events and
their preparation times will occur in specific months for different condominiums.
Once the AGM and the budget timing are
known, the time requirements for input
and preparations can be worked backwards

CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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from that set point to ensure timely delivery of the required mailings, booking of
rooms, etc.
Another item that stems from the Condominium Act is the requirement that the
Condominium Corporation needs to be
fully insured, and to do this an insurance
appraisal is necessary to determine the full
value of the corporation buildings, land,
and assets. Insurance renewal is an annual
event and your broker will be able to tell
you if your appraisal is recent enough or
whether it should be brought up to date in
order to obtain the proper coverage.
Condominium administration
Other items that come under general administration would include the renewal of
contracts such as elevator maintenance,
HVAC maintenance, annual fire test, etc..
Note that in some cases such, as the elevator maintenance contract (which generally runs over 3 to 5 years), there is often a
clause that states that if you do not advise
them of a proposed cancelation, or contract
renewal negotiation, by a certain date prior
to the stipulated contract term, then the
contract will roll over for another year or
for a new full contract term - so it is important that this renewal cancellation time is
not missed! The “cut-off ” date for re-negotiation does in fact allow management to
put the contractor on notice if there are any
perceived shortcomings, and in the case of
an elevator contractor, an evaluation of performance should be considered at that time.
In all cases it is important that renewal
dates are not missed so that continuity of
service is ensured, or the opportunity to
change contractors or suppliers without
penalty is not passed over. A good idea is to
add a “reminder” section under the planning calendar so everyone is aware of the
renewal dates and can prepare properly by
getting other quotes etc.
The Reserve Fund Study should be reviewed annually to determine if there are
any major repair or replacement items
that should be addressed in the coming
year. This will allow for the appropriate
scheduling for getting condition surveys
and quotes in time to complete the work
as necessary.
Don’t forget if you have an annual barbe-

Window washing would
also come under
seasonal work and
maybe carried out once
or twice or even three
times a year depending
upon the building

cue for residents, or Christmas parties, then
these too can go into the planning guide so
that all steps are taken at the appropriate
times for smooth operation.
Finally there are some health and safety issues that must be addressed annually, such
as WHMIS training, updating the MSDS
book, and reviewing health and safety and
emergency planning policies.
There is a requirement under Occupational Health and Safety Act that requires
all workers to be properly trained in the
understanding of WHMIS (Workplace
Hazardous Materials Information System),
and how to handle any hazardous products.
Since hazardous products include anything
that you cannot drink or eat, there are many
such chemicals, cleaning agents, and other
materials that fall under this category to
be found in every condominium building so staff must be trained to understand and
handle them properly. This training is required annually and documentation must
be kept to be able to prove to a Ministry of
Labour inspector that the training actually
took place.
While on the subject of Health and Safety,
you should know about the Material Safety

Data Sheets – MSDS’s - which explain all
the hazards of such materials, the correct
way to handle them, first aid requirements,
and more. Since legislation requires that
these MSDS’s be updated and cannot be
any older than three years old, it is prudent
to review the MSDS’s in the building logbook for the current date and schedule this
in the annual planning guide.
Also for Health and Safety there are new
requirements for the near future (January
2014) for training of workers in basic workplace safety. It is not clear at this time if
this will be an annual event or a one-time
teaching session, but it may be wise to plan
for an update annually for all staff to ensure
staff safety and full workplace compliance.
Seasonal work
It is important that building and grounds
maintenance items are performed at the
appropriate time, and the annual planning guide will help ensure that you obtain
quotes for comparison before-hand, and
that the event occurs at the appropriate
time. For instance the building may have
extensive landscaping with planting areas
and quotes need to be acquired for the various plants selected for the summer season
in time to approve the spring plantings far
enough ahead for the selected plants to be
ordered for timely planting. Other items
involved with landscaping would include
starting up the irrigation system - and
of course shutting it down, and blowing
out the pipes in the fall before everything
freezes. If you have different contractors for
landscaping and snow clearing, then these
contracts need to be in place ready for the
appropriate season.
Window washing would also come under
seasonal work and maybe carried out once
or twice or even three times a year depending upon the building, but remember that
the roof anchor inspection must take place
each year before the first window washing.
Building maintenance
There are also several operations that
need to be done each year to maintain the
building systems and sensible scheduling
should ensure that these do not occur at
the same time or month to allow for better fiscal planning. Annual events would
include mandated items such as the annual
fire test, testing of the back flow preventers,
annual full load test on the generator, roof
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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anchor inspections , fire drills, and periodic
recalibration of electrical sub meters (put
this in the “reminders” section).
We all expect clean abundant hot water
whenever we need it and there are some
maintenance items that can help ensure that
this happens. For instance recent plumbing code changes mean that every building
should have a mixing valve such that water
can be stored at a high temperature in the
domestic hot water tank (to reduce the risk
of legionnaires disease etc.), but can only
be supplied to the individual faucets at a
lower temperature to prevent scalding. As
a result there is a valve that mixes hot and
cold water to be sure that the temperature
being delivered to the suites meets these
requirements, but this new mixing valve
requires regular service at least twice a year
and sometimes more depending upon the
calcium content and mineral content of the
supply cold water. If not done at recommended intervals the building may experience fluctuations in temperature and/or
pressure of the hot water system.
We all know that there are pinhole leaks
and other problems with hot and cold water piping that occur on an infrequent and
unpredictable timetable. There is something that can be done to shorten the repair times and isolate leakage areas so the
whole building is not incapacitated for a
small leak. The shutoff valves for the risers
and recirculation lines should be checked
for ease of operation and to ensure that they
will close and actually shut off the water required. To facilitate this it is recommended
that the superintendent or HVAC contractor exercise these valves at least annually,
and where a problem is found, replacement
of a valve can be part of a planned shutdown
rather than during an emergency.
Another item that is done less frequently,
maybe every three years, would be the
cleaning and patching of the domestic hot
water tank. In large condominiums the
storage tank is steel with a lining of a cement -like compound called Stonecrete or
similar product. This lining is approximately half-inch thick and protects the steel case
from corrosion and more evenly spreads the
temperature of the hot water throughout
the storage tank. Not something for the annual planning guide but something remembered in order to maintain and extend the

Don’t forget if you have
an annual barbeque
for residents, or
Christmas parties, then
these too can go into
the planning guide

service life of the hot water tank. If the integrity of the lining is not maintained then
the steel tank may corrode and could need
replacing sooner than the year allowed for
in the reserve fund study.
Another part of the hot water system that
benefits from preventive maintenance are
the boilers and associated safety systems
such as the pressure relief valves - which
should be checked at least annually. If you
have an HVAC contract the safety tests
should be included, together with an inspection of the burners and refractory bricks.
If you have fan-coils, chillers, and cooling
towers there are tasks here that should be
performed annually to keep your cool! For
instance your HVAC contractor should
be doing fall maintenance to drain the
water sections of the chiller and cooling
towers to ensure no freeze ups and then
to clean things out ready for the spring.
Part of the contract should include cleaning the tubes of the chiller condenser, and
every five years there should be an Eddy
Current test performed. (This goes in the
“reminder” list). The Eddy Current test is
carried out by technicians to check the status of the tubes to ensure longevity of the
chiller. In the spring some buildings wisely
carry out preventive maintenance on the
individual fan coil units to clean out debris
in the drip pans and ensure that the condensate drains are working properly. Changing
the filters in the units allows for better air
within the suite and also more efficiency
from the motor as the fan is not working as

hard if air flows freely through the filter. In
other buildings the changing of the filters
left to the individual residents, but proper
preventive maintenance pays off in the end
by preventing floods from overflowing fan
coil drip pans that don’t drain properly. The
Board of Directors will need to check the
condominium documents to see whose responsibility upkeep of the fan coil units is.
An event that causes much controversy in
the building is with the changeover from
heating to cooling and vice versa. Often
the day changes due to weather conditions
but the month can be put in the calendar
so the board discussions take place at the
appropriate time.
For high-rise condominiums it is important
to ensure that the sanitary waste can flow
freely out of the building to the city mains,
and to do this it is a good idea to power flush
the horizontal lines every year. The vertical stacks (as the sanitary lines running up
through the building are called) will also
need cleaning out, but less frequently and
generally starting after 5 to 10 years of
building use. This timing will depend upon
the type of cooking etc. by the residents of
the building as compounds of fat, and other
food waste substances will accumulate on
the inside of the vertical stack pipes and a
4 inch pipe can be effectively reduced to a 1
inch pipe during a 5 to 10 year period. Depending upon the condition of the building
vertical stack cleaning, once commenced,
it should reoccur every 3 to 5 years and is
generally staggered such that a few stacks
are done every year. In which case this limited stack cleaning would also appear in the
annual planning guide.
While talking about waste products we
should also consider the garbage chute.
There is usually a wash down system built
into the top of the chute to allow the superintendent to rinse the chute off on a regular
basis, but in some cases disinfectant power
washing should occur on a yearly basis
depending upon the site. This is when the
contractor sprays down the inside of the
chute with disinfectant under pressure to
remove waste and sanitize the chute to help
with odor control etc.
Where there is underground parking it
should be washed in the spring to remove
harmful salts from the roads brought into
the area by vehicles, along with dirt accuCONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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mulation. Likewise in the fall we generally
sweep the garage to remove fallen leaves
and accumulated dirt. Water is the big enemy of concrete particularly where there
are reinforcing bars such as in the garage
suspended slabs, so after the wash the garage
door should be kept open and the exhaust
run continuously for a while to remove that
moisture. This means that if you have CO
detection in the garage to operate the fans,
the system should be overridden to run continuously during this period. If you have CO
detectors here is another item that can be
placed on the planning calendar as the sensors require calibration every year.

up on your clean carpets. Similarly, if you
clean the catch basins too early they also
will be clogged up again by debris, leaves,
and mud etc. from the wash down.

During the washing of the garage the dirt
and debris is moved into the catch basins, so
it follows that the next task would be to clean
the catch basins in the spring. This clean
out would also be extended to area drains
and catch basins in the driveways and landscaped areas to allow for free flow of drainage through the spring and summer months.

There is a requirement under the Ontario
Fire Code that a fire drill be held quarterly
for every high-rise condominium. This
should be used as a training exercise for
staff and to ensure that the alarm system
is working properly. We have found that
many buildings forget, and do not do this
drill quarterly and therefore it is recommended that it be included in the annual
planning calendar.

Generally the garage wash is followed by
spring carpet cleaning. If you do the carpet
cleaning before the garage washing, then
soil from the washed parking areas will end

Also as part of the condominium’s Life
Safety Systems - the fire alarm systems and
fire suppression systems, such as sprinklers
and standpipe’s, must be fully inspected by
certified technicians annually. This should
then be followed by rectification of deficiencies, and this combination of events should
be included in the annual operating budget
with the timing identified on the annual
planning Calendar.

Another task required by the Fire Code is
that all emergency generators must be test-

ed to their full load capacity on an annual basis. This requires the generator maintenance
contractor to bring in a van with a resistive
load bank that can be hooked up to the generator to ensure that it is run at its full rated
capacity for two hours. This is in addition to
regular monthly tests of the generator.
Note that there are other requirements to
keep your generator running smoothly –
such as preventive maintenance every six
months, and ensuring that there is enough
fuel on board for prolonged outages. The
Fire Code requires a minimum of 2 hours
running time of fuel to be kept on site, but
it is never wise to let the tank get too low!
Schedule for a fuel check and refill on the
calendar to make sure it is not missed.
It should be noted that there have been significant changes from previously acceptable fuel handling systems, and there is no
grandfathering. Many condominiums have
been hit with costs of $5,000 to $25,000 to
bring the building into compliance in order
to obtain fuel delivery.
Still on the safety aspect, electrical preventive maintenance should be on your list of
priorities. Thanks to recent technology, in-

JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 24 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions that enhance the look and marketability of your condominium. We
pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 416-724-4237.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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stead of tightening wiring lugs every year,
it is now possible to look for latent problem
areas using thermography, where the main
distribution system is checked by an infrared camera - generally every 2 to 3 years,
alternating between cooling and heating
seasons. This technique allows for a digital photograph to be compared to infrared
photograph to identify any hotspots in the
system so that they can be dealt with before
they become an emergency situation. Areas
of concern identified early by this method
can have the necessary repairs scheduled,
and parts obtained, in order to keep the
cost down. If these issues are left to worsen,
they can result (by Murphy’s Law) in a catastrophic failure and loss of power, which of
course usually happens on the Sunday night
of a long weekend! One more thing for the
“reminder” list – if you have electrical submetering then these units need recertification/ calibration every 6 years.
For a building over four stories there is a
requirement for roof anchors to be provided
for window cleaning and exterior maintenance work, although this work may be accomplished by scaffolding or boom trucks
in certain locations. It should be noted that

any accidents due to lack of due diligence
on the part of the Board of Directors and
management, there are not only penalties
from the Ministry of Labour, but also possible prosecutions under the Criminal Act,
which could extend to individual directors!
Safety must come first.

Insurance renewal is an
annual event and your
broker will be able to tell
you if your appraisal is
recent enough or whether it
should be brought up to date
these roof anchors must be checked annually
by law, prior to the first use, -so make sure
this inspection is carried out prior to the first
planned window cleaning. If not done, then
the Ministry of Labour may close down the
worksite window cleaning and maintenance
until the testing, and any required rectifications, are complete. Note that if there are

While talking about the roof, it is also wise
to have an annual inspection of all roof areas and to make sure that eaves-troughs are
cleaned and functional. For high-rise and
buildings with flat roofs the drains should
be checked to make sure they are not blocked
and have no grass (or even worse shrubbery there), and that all flashing is properly caulked and pitch pockets are properly
serviced. This small task could save a lot
of money since leakage may occur around
the outside of drains or through weathered
flashing, cracked caulking, and pitch pockets.
On top of all that property management and/or the superintendent, or a
contractor or engineer, should be doing
annual inspections of the underground
parking garage, exterior walls, driveways, and landscaping areas to observe
and report on any issues seen.
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Spreadsheet for Annual Planning
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Agm prep &mailing
Agm hold
Backflow inspection
Boiler prv safeties check
Budget prep
		
Budget mail
		
Carpets clean
Cb’s clean out
		
Change over heat/cool
			
Chimney inspections
		
Compactor chute clean
Contract renewals
Dhw tanks
Electrical sub meter cert.
Electrical thermography
		
Fan coil maintenance
		
Fire drills (quarterly)
		
Fire test (annual)
		
Flue gas analysis
Garage co detector test
		
Garage inspection
Garage sweep/wash
Generator flt
		
Generator diesel fuel
Generator pm
		
		
Glycol for heat-pumps
Insurance appraisal
		
Insurance
Irrigation start/close
Msds update & whmis training
		
Order ice-melt
Planting
Ramp heaters & tracers test
Roof anchors
Roof inspection
Stacks clean out/flush								
				
Shut-off valve test
		
Windows wash
		
Winterization
Please note that the above time frames are typical of most buildings but timing may very - particularly with budget and agm timing.
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A spring walk around the site is always a
good idea so that items like cracks in concrete, driveways, tennis courts etc. can be
identified while they are still small issues.
Filling of these cracks early will prevent
future deterioration by freeze- thaw cycles
where water gets into the crack, freezes and
expands to open the crack wider, followed
by another cycle to open the crack even
more and eventually provide a pothole or
large area which must engage more radical treatment regimens. The review of the
site will also suggest other items that may
require service or maintenance to prevent
future failures, such as the state of landscaping/street lighting, garbage sheds or other
enclosures, and sidewalks.
Apart from the items that should go into
the annual planning guide there are also
monthly checks and reviews to be made
such as checking and signing off on fire
extinguishers, checking for garbage and
on-site storage in the parking garage,
checking that the garbage chute hatches
close and latch, checking storage of items
such as pool chemicals, checking car wash
areas if you have them, and health and
safety site reviews. Generally this is a separate “maintenance check-off ” log that is
used by the superintendent and reviewed
by management.
How do you remember it all?
Now that is quite a list to remember to
ensure that everything gets done properly and at the appropriate time. This is
where the annual planning guide comes
in handy and it can be laid out as a calendar or as a spreadsheet. Personally I
prefer the calendar guide as it is easier
to see what is happening when, but you
should start with a list in a spreadsheet
(sorted alphabetically) to make sure that

everything is covered off and then transcribe that to the calendar presentation.
Most property management companies
will have their own generic planning guide,
but here is an example of items that could
be covered, depending of course on the size

and composition of your condominium.
Again – it is a Planning Guide and therefore there is always some flexibility on what
should be done when, particularly if you
need to include some work on the building
dictated by the Reserve Fund Study! C V

Annual Planning Calend

ar

January

February

Agm mail
Agm bookings
Cleaners contract
Fire drill

AGM
Landscape contract
Roof anchor quotes
Garage wash quotes

April
Garage wash
Catch basins
Fire test quotes
Roofing inspection
Roof anchors inspection
Backflow valve inspect
Flue gas analysis
Fire drill

July
Elec thermoscan
Insurance quotes
Budget approval
Fire test
Hcvac contract 2005
Dhw tank inspect

October

Window wash
Irrigation close
Change cool to heat
Garage sweep
Fire drill

May
Window wash
Carpet clean
Stacks quotes
Garage co inspect/cal
Irrigation open
Planting
Fan coil maintenance
Change heat to cool

August
Mail budget
Stacks clean
Insurance renewal
Snow removal contract
Generator flt
Exterior inspection

November

Update rfs expenses
Update msds
Whmis training
Staff salary reviews
Security contract

March
Generator service
Catch basin quotes
Planting quotes

June
Budget to board
Garage inspection
Insurance appraisal
Chimney inspections
Garbage chute
Stacks flush
Shut-off valve test

September

Elevator contract (year?
)
Generator service
Generator fuel
Boiler prv’s
Fire drill
Snow melt order

December

Agm prep
Staff xmas fund
Xmas decorations
Review rfs for next year
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Condominium Law
Brian Horlick, B. Comm,
B.C.L. LL.B, ACCh, FCCI
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Decisions
From the
Courts

Dhillon Group v. Peel Standard Condominium Corp. No. 919 (Ontario Superior
Court of Justice, September 16, 2013)
Many commercial/retail condominium
corporations have restrictive use provisions
in their respective declarations that prevent
more than one unit at a time from being
used to operate a particular type of business. Such provisions are intended to give
unit owners and/or their tenants certainty
that, if they are going to invest the money
to purchase/rent and outfit a unit for a particular purpose (e.g., a restaurant), they will
not need to worry about competition from
other units carrying on the same or a substantially similar business in the complex.
In this case, the condominium corporation’s

declaration contained such a restrictive use
provision that referred to a number of types
of businesses, and stated that, if one unit
was being used primarily to operate one of
those types of businesses, no other unit was
permitted to operate the same type of business. One such type of business was an accounting office, such that, if one unit owner
was using his unit primarily to operate an
accounting office, no other unit owner was
permitted to operate an accounting office.
The applicant company, Dhillon Group
Investments Ltd., owned a unit in the condominium corporation. The principal of
Dhillon Group, Satinder Dhillon, was a
certified general accountant. He operated
an accounting office in the unit, offering a

number of services including financial and
tax planning. After Mr. Dhillon had begun
carrying on this business, 2226828 Ontario Inc., the owner of another unit which
was being used to operate a dry cleaning
business, started to also offer financial and
tax planning services. The principal of
2226828, Rajiv Kumar Johri, was a certified public accountant, but Mr. Johri had
not begun offering these financial and tax
planning services from his unit until after
Mr. Dhillon had already begun operating
his accounting office.
In addition to the restrictive use provision
set out above, the condominium corporation’s declaration also contained a provision
stating that it was not the responsibility of
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HAMNER

The Impact on Your
Condominium Corporation

The court, having heard the submissions
of both parties, found itself (in the
judge’s words) “in the happy position
of disagreeing with both parties”
the corporation to enforce the restrictive
use provision, and that the corporation
was not to be added as a defendant in any
proceeding to enforce the restrictive use
provision. In effect, this provision would
make the condominium corporation a nonparty to any dispute between individual
unit owners as to the applicability of the
restrictive use provision. As a result of this
provision exempting the condominium
corporation from responsibility to enforce
the restrictive use provision, it appears that
the corporation took no steps to have Mr.
Johri stop offering financial and tax planning services.
In light of all of the foregoing, Dhillon
Group brought this application against
2226828, Mr. Johri, and the condominium
corporation. In the application, Dhillon
Group sought an order that 2226828 and
Mr. Johri had breached the restrictive use
provision, and an order that Mr. Johri cease
offering accounting office-type services
from his unit. Dhillon Group also sought
an order that the declaration provision
exempting the condominium corporation

from responsibility to enforce the restrictive use provision was null and void by reason of being contrary to the Act.
In response to the application, Mr. Johri
claimed that the financial and tax planning
services offered out of his unit were a very
small part of his business, and stated that
he should not be considered to be operating
an “accounting office” for the purpose of
the restrictive use provision. However, the
court held that the wording of the restrictive use provision prohibited the offering
of any “accounting office” services by any
other unit owner, regardless of whether
those services were the primary business of
the unit or a secondary business (as claimed
by Mr. Johri). Given that the services that
Mr. Johri was providing were sufficiently
similar to certain of the services offered by
Mr. Dhillon, the court held that 2226828
and Mr. Johri had therefore breached the
restrictive use provision. The court ordered
Mr. Johri to cease offering these services
out of his unit.
The court then turned to the provision

exempting the condominium corporation
from responsibility to enforce the restrictive
use provision. In considering this provision,
the court considered the duty enshrined in
section 17 of the Act for the condominium
corporation to take all reasonable steps to
enforce compliance with the declaration.
The court held that the provision exempting the condominium corporation from
responsibility to enforce was contrary to
the Act, and therefore ordered that this
provision was unenforceable. Subsection
7(5) of the Act provides that a provision in
a condominium declaration that is inconsistent with the Act is deemed to be amended
to conform with the Act; on this basis, the
court ordered that the condominium corporation’s declaration be amended, and that
the order amending the declaration be registered on title to all of the units.
Author’s note: it is the author’s view that
this decision is correct both from a commonsense perspective and from a policy perspective.
Practically speaking, if a condominium corporation could be exempted from its obligations
under the Act by the inclusion of a contrary
provision in its declaration, this could lead
to great uncertainty as to whether the law as
commonly understood applied to a particular
condominium corporation.
Diamantopoulos v. Metropolitan Toronto Condominium Corp. No. 594
(Ontario Superior Court of Justice,
September 23, 2013)
The applicants in this matter, the owners
of a unit in the respondent condominium

Insurance that gives you peace of mind.

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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corporation, sought an order referring a
dispute that they were having with the
corporation to mediation and arbitration. The condominium corporation, for
its part, sought to have the dispute adjudicated upon by the court.
The issues between the unit owners
and the corporation included conflicts
between the unit owners and the residents of the unit above theirs, although
the court noted that the basis for these
conflicts was not clear, and that “bizarre”
behaviour had been alleged on the parts
of the applicants. The unit owners had
also acted in a rude and aggressive manner toward on-site security personnel, to
the point that one of the security officers
had requested a transfer to a different
site so that she would not have to continue to deal with the unit owners. Finally,
the unit owners had been approaching
members of the corporation’s board of
directors directly to discuss their issues
with the board, and had continued to do
so despite being asked to route all communication through the corporation’s
management office.
In response to these issues, the corporation had given a number of directions to
the unit owners, including not to contact the residents of the unit above theirs
directly, not to contact on-site security
personnel except in case of emergency,
and to contact board members through
the management office rather than approaching them directly.

The court noted that the basis for these
conflicts was not clear, and that
“bizarre” behaviour had been alleged
on the parts of the applicants

The unit owners took the position that
the condominium corporation had no
proper basis to provide the foregoing directions to them, and sought to have the
matter ordered to proceed to mediation
and arbitration. The respondent, as set
out above, took the position that mediation and arbitration was not appropriate
in this case, and that this matter should
be dealt with by the court.

to mediate”. As such, the court dismissed
the application. Given the dismissal of
the application, the court held that the
condominium corporation was entitled
to an award of costs, but ordered the
costs award reduced to account for the
fact that the corporation had requested
that the court issue a decision with respect to the merits of the dispute rather
than dismiss the application outright.

The court, having heard the submissions of both parties, found itself (in the
judge’s words) “in the happy position
of disagreeing with both parties”. The
court held that the directions given by
the condominium corporation were not
punishments, but rather were efforts on
the part of the corporation to allow for
the harmonious day-to-day management
of the building. Rather than order the
dispute to mediation and arbitration or
adjudicate the dispute on its substantive
merits, the court held that the matters in
issue were “so minor and incidental that
there is nothing to litigate and nothing

Author’s note: although the condominium corporation was technically successful
in resisting the unit owners’ application,
the practical reality is that both sides lost in
this case. Both sides invested what can only
be assumed to be considerable resources to
proceed to a court hearing, only to be told
by the court that their dispute was not sufficiently serious to merit adjudication by
the court. The lesson from this decision (not
a new lesson by any means) is that parties
would be well-served to take a step back
and consider their dispute as objectively
as possible before making the decision to
proceed to court. C V
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CCI Committee Update
Membership
Committee
Chair:
Vic Persaud
Members:
Brian Antman
Henry Jansen
Murray Johnson
Doug King
Mark Seenarine
The Membership Committee
is pleased to announce the release of the Board of Directors’
Tips, Tools and Techniques
resource binder. This important tool is now available on
the CCI Bookstore list and will

be provided to all new condominium corporations as a part
of their membership with CCI
Toronto. This binder contains
information on the Act, Declaration, By-Laws and Rules,
Condo board best practices,
how to best utilize professional
support, principals of budgeting, an introduction to alternative dispute resolution as well
as tips on communicating with
your residents, manager and
other board members.
The committee continues
to meet monthly to look at
ways to increase membership
value and to get the word out
to members about the many
ongoing initiatives of CCI

Toronto. Another recent new
tool available to condominium
corporations are the CCI Toronto Elevator Flyers. These
monthly posters are available
for free to all corporations and
can be posted in elevators or
other common element areas.
The flyers announce various
resources from CCI which are
available to your boards and
owners. Contact our office at
ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.
com or call us at (416) 4916216 to learn more about this
initiative!

Education
Committee
Chair:		
Sally Thompson
Members:
Pamela Boyce
Robert Buckler
Bob Girard,
Tania Haluk
Michael Pascu
Bill Thompson
The CCI Toronto Education
Committee is thrilled to announce that course attendance
has been quite strong this fall
– likely as a result of all course
materials being now updated and
launched. Condominium corporations which are CCI members
are also busy taking advantage of
the free level 101 course for two
directors. Winter and Spring
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course dates are now posted and
registrations are being accepted.
Look for your course flyer with
your winter mailing or to register online visit www.ccitoronto.
org/Education.

Government
Relations
Committee
Co-Chairs:
Armand Conant
Steve Christodoulou
Members:
Brian Horlick
Dean McCabe
The main focus of these committees continues to revolve
around the Condo Act Review
Process being undertaken by
the Ministry of Consumer
Services. As reported via an eblast message to our members
on July 19th, 2013 the Minister of Consumer Services, Tracy MacCharles has announced
that the Ontario Government
is committed to looking at
Mandatory Qualifications
for Condominium Managers.
This decision was made as a
result of consultations taking
place as a part of the Condo
Act Review Process. For a
complete update on this recent
announcement, please read the
article by Armand Conant on
page 59.

member

NEWS
Communications
Committee
Chair:		
Lisa Kay
Members:
Marc Balla
Mario Deo
Sue Langlois
Andrea Lusk
Joy Mathews
Shawn Pulver
Jason Rivait

The Communications Committee continues to meet regularly
to further develop the content
and look of the CondoVoice
magazine. Readers with ideas
for article topics are encouraged to submit their ideas to
ccitoronto@taylorenterprises.com . If you have not yet
checked out the online version
of the magazine – do so today!
See www.ccitoronto.org . We
are also on social media so be
sure to check out our Facebook
and LinkedIn pages!

Conference
Committee:
Chair:
Brian Horlick
Members:
Chris Antipas
Steve Christodoulou
Kim Coulter
Mario Deo
Lisa Kay
Dean McCabe
Robert Thackeray
Sally Thompson

Planning for the 2013 conference is well underway and this
year’s show promises to be a
great one. If you have not already done so, mark your calendars now for Friday November
15th and Saturday November
16th. Registrations are now being accepted and can be done online at www.condoconference.
ca. You can also visit the website to download a registration
form. Early bird pricing is only
in effect until September 30th,
so don’t delay.
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ArmAnd ConAnt

aconant@shibleyrighton.com

deborAh howden

deborah.howden@shibleyrighton.com

GAynor roGer

gaynor.roger@shibleyrighton.com

Condo Group

providing all condominium
legal services

John de VeLLis

john.devellis@shibleyrighton.com

meGAn mArrie

megan.marrie@shibleyrighton.com

heAther PAterson

www.shibleyrighton.com
Toronto Office: 250 University Ave., #700, Toronto, ON M5H 3E5
Main: 416.214.5200 Toll Free: 877.214.5200 Fax: 416.214.5400
Shibley_thirdHORZ_CCI-T_color.indd 1
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heather.paterson@shibleyrighton.com

miCheLLe ChArtrAnd

michelle.chartrand@shibleyrighton.com

(Practice Leader)

416.214.5207

416.214.5279
416.214.5203
416.214.5232
416.214.5219
416.214.5208
(Condo Clerk)

416.214.5217

Windsor Office: 2510 Ouellette Ave., #301, Windsor, ON N8X 1L4
Main: 519.969.9844 Toll Free: 1.866.422.7988 Fax: 519.969.8045
2013-04-07 6:16 PM
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CCI Welcomes New Members
Condominium Corporations		
DCC # 0074, DCC # 0101,
DCC # 0172, DCECC # 0248,
DSCC # 0253, MCC # 0001,
MTCC # 0684, PCC # 0516,
PCECC # 0942, PSCC # 0946,
TCECC # 2312, TCECC # 2315,
TSCC # 1866, TSCC # 1886,
TSCC # 2005, TSCC # 2095,
TSCC # 2165, TSCC # 2274,
TSCC # 2276, TSCC # 2278,
TSCC # 2281, TSCC # 2300,
TSCC # 2301, TSCC # 2302,
TSCC # 2303, TSCC # 2304,
TSCC # 2307, TSCC # 2309,
TSCC # 2316, TSCC # 2321,
YCC # 0087, YCC # 0141,
YCC # 0151, YCC # 0244,
YCC # 0429, YCC # 0456,
YNCC # 0003, YRCC # 0751,
YRCC # 0852, YRSCC # 1228
Individual Members		
A. Dessau
K. Lambie
L. Moffatt
W. Murdie
R. Murdie
S. Ragbeer
J. Visaretis
R. Wodchis
H. Vollenweider
J. Zsoldos
		
Business Partner Members		
APTECH - Advanced Preventive
Technologies Inc.
Reza Javadkhani
Bio-Organix Catalyst of Canada Inc.
Peter Sirek
Boxit Urban Self-Storage
Lauren Long
CBM Community Based Media
Solomon Mishhina
Clean Cut Painting & Decorating Corp.
Peter Giavanoglou
Equitable Bank
Paul Pittana
Iron Horse Security & Investigations
Stefan Kim

LK Protection

Professional Members
Bob Bushnell
McDaniel Bushnell Lee Souter, LLP

MaxTV Media
Moshe Lokshin

David DiLella
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Monster Plowing Company
Mikhail Evgrafov

Timothy Duggan
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Ontario Playgrounds Inc.
Tony Kelly

Jonathan M. Keslassy
Garfin Zeidenberg LLP

Orion Security & Investigation Services
Garry Walberg

Douglas Levitt
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Simply Voting Inc.
Brian Lack

Megan Mackey
Miller Thomson LLP

Smart Choice Condominium Service
Faris Ellia

Ken McDaniel
McDaniel Bushnell Lee Souter, LLP

Total Concept Renovations Inc.
Tony Grossi

John Moher
Himelfarb Proszanski LLP

Trillium Associates Landscape Design,
Consulting & Project Management
Ron A. Swentiski

An Nguyen
Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP

Klean U Services Inc.
Ruzziel Sajonas

Tritan Inc.
Ian Walkington
Triumph Window Cleaning Ltd.
Jennifer Runyan
Wilcox Door Services Inc.
Bill Stewart

Michael Sentenai
Del Property Management Inc.
Howard Shapiro
Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP
Spencer Toole
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

CCI Upcoming Events
Mark Your Calendars! CCI Toronto is pleased to announce the following upcoming events for
the winter/spring of 2014. Visit our website for complete details or to register online!

Level 102 Course
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Thursday February 6th, 2014
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$125 for Members, $250 for Non-Members (plus HST)

Living Well in A Condominium Seminar
Date:
Time:
Location:
Cost:

Saturday February 22nd, 2014
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$45 (plus HST)

Level 200 Course
Dates:
Times:
Location:
Cost:

Saturday April 5th and Saturday April 12th, 2014
9:00 to 4:00 each day (2 day course)
Novotel North York Hotel – 3 Park Home Avenue
$250 for Members, $350 for Non-Members (plus HST)
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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CCI Was
There...
CCI-T member, James Russell
recently shared this fun photo
of a copy of the Condo Voice he
took wit him to Paris, France. If
you have photos to share with
us, send them to ccitoronto@
tayloerenterprises.com

CCI Word Search Puzzle
act
asset
back
basic
budget
cci
code
common
communication
community
condo
consumer
data
dip
dispute
dro
edit
education
effective
ethics
fairness
fees
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financial
food
form
from
fund
gap
got
government
guide
ignor
impartial
lease
length
levy
licensing
manager
members
of
office
operating
order
protection
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records
registry
repair
reserve
resolution
responsiveness
roof
ruby
safe
set
seven
sky
stage 2
stakeholders
study
sue
sustainability
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user
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New Committee Member Profile:

Mo Killu,

RCM - GPM Property
Management
CCI Toronto Volunteer
Resource Committee
Mo Killu has been in the
property management
business for over three
years. He currently serves
as the Vice-President
Business Development
and Strategic Planning for GPM Property
Management, one of the GTA’s most prominent property management companies.
Prior to this, he held a number of progressively senior roles at TD Financial Group,
including opportunities in Wealth Management, Client Resolution and Operations.
Mo holds a Bachelor of Science (Honors) in
Mathematics with Business Management
from Kingston University (UK). He is a
condo owner, and currently serves as the
President of the Board of Directors where
he resides in Toronto. In addition, Mo is
also a member in good standing of CCI and
has recently joined the CCI Toronto Volunteer Resource Committee.

condominium industry since 2002.
Marc holds the Qualified Mediator (Q.
Med.) designation of the ADR Institute
of Canada and focuses his mediation
practice on condominium conflict. He
received an Executive Certificate in Conflict Management from the University
of Windsor’s Faculty of Law (Stitt Feld
Handy) and earned an Honours Bachelor of Arts at the University of Toronto
(Trinity College).
In addition to his professional experience,
Marc draws on his personal experience as
a condominium resident, unit owner and
director to relate and empathize with a
variety of perspectives. He actively manages condominium conflict and advocates
for mediation in the early stages of condominium disputes.
Marc regularly provides articles to the
Condocentric.ca Reading Room and has
contributed to a variety of publications,
including Condo Voice, Condo Business,
CM Magazine, Condo News, Condo Forum and ADR Update.

Marc Bhalla,

Marc is a member of the ADR Institute
of Ontario; the ADR Institute of Canada;
the Toronto & Area, Golden Horseshoe,
Huronia and London & Area Chapters
of the Canadian Condominium Institute;
the Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario and the Institute of Law
Clerks of Ontario.

Hons. BA, Q.Med.
Elia Associates
Professional Corporation

Marc Bhalla is the first to fill the mediator
category of director on the Board of the
Toronto & Area Chapter of the Canadian
Condominium Institute.

New Board Member Profiles:

Marc Bhalla is a Mediator
and Senior Law Clerk at
Elia Associates Professional Corporation, Barristers and Solicitors. He
has been in service to the

Brian Antman,
CPA, CA
Adams, Miles LLP
Brian graduated from the
University of Toronto
with a Bachelor of Commerce degree in 1981 and
became a Chartered Accountant in 1987. Subse	
  
quently, he worked in industry and then in
his own practice prior to merging with the
firm in 2006 and becoming a partner. Brian
provides his clients with practical advice
on all financial aspects of their business.
Over the years, he has formed strong and
lasting relationships with clients by providing high quality professional services.
He has developed a niche in the audit of
Condominium corporations and currently administers the Condominium Group,
which provides audit, accounting and related services to over 400 condominium
associations in the Greater Toronto Area.
He is a member of the Canadian Condominium Institute (CCI) - Toronto and
Huronia Chapters, a member of the Association of Condominium Managers of
Ontario (ACMO). He was recently elected
to the Board of CCI – Toronto, was a Board
member and treasurer of CCI - Huronia
Chapter from 2010 – 2013, is a member of
the several committees of ACMO. He has
taught courses for Directors at CCI, has
contributed to articles published by CCI
and ACMO, presented and acted as an expert advice previous CCI-ACMO annual
conferences.
Brian is married to Rosalie and they have
three children. He enjoys baseball, hockey
and along with his two boys, has a keen
interest in following the Pittsburgh Steelers of the NFL.
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17th Annual

Condominium Conference
The 17th Annual CCI/ACMO Joint Condominium Conference was
held on November 15th and 16th, 2013 at the Toronto Congress
Centre. The conference continues to grow and once again we
experienced a new record – topping 1300 people in attendance!

1

3

2
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1 Keynote Speaker, Neil Pasricha, Author of the Book of Awesome
2 Condo of the Year Success Stories Panelists – Left to Right, Don Cooper, YCC # 510, , Vic Persaud,
CCI-T Membership Chair, Donna Grabowski, MTCC # 650 and Danny Zomparelli, TSCC 1791
3 CCI T President and Conference Chair, Brian Horlick welcomes attendees to the 17th Annual
Condominium Conference
4 Another well attended conference!
5 Left to Right – CCI-T Vice President, Mario Deo, CCI-T Government Relations Co-Chair,
Armand Conant, Minister Tracey MacCharles and CCI-T President, Brian Horlick
6 Conference Closing Session Panel – left to right: Chris Jaglowitz, John Warren, Harry Herskowitz,
Armand Conant, Aubrey LeBlanc, Harold Cipin and Phil Simeon.

4

5

6
The conference was officially launched on
the morning of November 15th with a welcome speech presented by CCI-Toronto
President, Brian Horlick. Brian was joined
by Minister Tracey MacCharles, Minister of Consumer Services, who brought
an update on the Condo Review process
currently underway. The room was filled
with of energy of delegates eager to begin
two days of learning and networking. This
years’ theme of “The Future in Now” was
extended into many of the session topics
spread over the two-day period. The keynote presentation on early Saturday morning by the author of The Book of Awesome,
Neil Pasricha, was another highlight of the
conference. With heartfelt storytelling,

breakthrough happiness research and of
lots of laughs, Neil indeed took delegates to
a very awesome place! We extend our sincere appreciation to the numerous speakers
and moderators who participated this year
and all the committee members from both
CCI and ACMO who contributed countless
hours planning for this year’s conference.
An integral part of the conference is the
trade show and delegates were treated to
a superb range of products and services
on display. Close to 200 exhibitors supported the conference this year with their
participation in the trade show. In case you
missed any of them, be sure to check the
conference website at www.condoconfer-

ence.ca for a full list of exhibitors, along
with their contact information.
Our sincere appreciation is also offered to
our conference partner, Fine and Deo Barristers and Solicitors. The partnership and
commitment Fine and Deo offered toward
condominium education through our conference contributed significantly to our
ability to offer quality programming and
their support is truly appreciated.
Mark your calendars now for next year’s
conference taking place on Friday November 7th and Saturday November 8th, 2013
at the Toronto Congress Centre. We hope
to see you there!
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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2013 Annual General
Meeting – CCI Toronto
& Area Chapter
The 2013 CCI Toronto & Area Annual
General Meeting was held on Thursday
October 10th, 2013 at the Old Mill Inn and
was followed by a Wine and Cheese networking forum. Attendance was excellent
and CCI Toronto would like to thank all
those members who came out to participate.
In accordance with the Chapter by-laws,
elections were held that evening and six positions were filled. CCI Toronto is pleased
to announce that returning to the board
are directors: Brian Horlick, Lisa Kay,
Ernie Nyitrai and Bill Thompson. Joining the board as new directors are: Brian
Antman with Adams and Miles LLP and
Marc Bhalla with Elia and Associates Professional Corporation. CCI-T welcomes

both Brian and Marc to the board and is
excited to be working with them both. It
is with regret, however, that the CCI Toronto Chapter board announces the retirement from the board of both John Warren
and Jeff Jeffcoatt. They have both brought
much to the board in terms of expertise
and volunteer commitment and both will
be sorely missed.
As in the past, the Annual General Meeting
served as a forum for our annual Awards
Ceremonies. The Condominium Newsletter of the Year proudly went to PCC # 199
for their corporation’s newsletter. The fith
annual Condominium of the Year Award recipient was also announced that evening – as
selected from the quarter finalists through-

out the year. Congratulations go out to
DSCC # 190. They will receive a custom
made street sign and a gala party valued at
up to $5,000 indicating that they are a recipient of CCI’s Condo of the Year honour.
Also handed out that evening were our Ambassador Awards for those who served as
CCI Ambassadors throughout the year to
help recruit new CCI Members. 2013 recipients included: Brookfield Residential Services, Canlight Hall Property Management,
Comfield Management Services, Comfort
Property Management, Del Property Management, FirstService Residential, Maple
Ridge Community Management, Minto
Management and Wilson, Blanchard Management. Congratulations to all!

And the Winners Are:

Outgoing Board Director, Jeff Jeffcoatt (right)
with CCI-T President, Brian Horlick
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Outgoing Board Director, John Warren (right) with
CCI-T President, Brian Horlick

2013 Condo of the Year recipients, from DSCC
#190 are l to r: Vic Persaud (CCI-T), M. Kerkos,
LePage, C. Morgan, W. Wright and H. Bains.

Ambassador
Recipients
for 2013

Murray Johnson accepts award on behalf of
Brookfield Residential Services Ltd.

2013 Condo Newsletter of the Year Co-Winner
recipients, Jennifer Brooker and Alex Dudezki,
from PCC # 199 with CCI-Toronto Communications Chair, Lisa Kay.

Alex Dudezki accepts award on behalf of Canlight
Hall Management

Tania Haluk accepts award on behalf of FirstService Residential

Gabriel Dolnicianu accepts award on behalf of
Comfort Property Management

Paul Martin accepts award on behalf of Minto
Management

Babak Ardulan accepts award on behalf of DEL
Property Management

Dean McCabe accepts award on behalf of Wilson, Blanchard Management.

2013 Condo Newsletter of the Year Co-Winner
Recipient, James Russell from YCC #510 with
CCI-T Communications Chair, Lisa Kay.
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ONTARIO PLAYGROUNDS.com
Since 1986

Certified CSA Playground Inspection $150
Repairs and upgrades to existing playgrounds
1-800-411-6311, sales@ontarioplaygrounds.com

Your Building.Your Business.
Your Condo Board’s Mandate.
Sub-metering with EnerCare is the smartest solution for all three.
You are always looking for solutions that will save you time, money
and hassles. As the industry leader, EnerCare can design a no capital,
end-to-end solution that will reduce costs and provide greater budget
flexibility for the Condo Board.
Contact us at 416-649-1900 or visit us at EnerCare.ca to
find out how sub-metering can save you time and money.
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Environmental Issues
Murray Johnson, RCM
Brookfield Residential Services Ltd

Toronto
Green
Standard
Renewal
If new buildings are
to outperform
older ones, improved
standards are critical

Back in May, 2013 Bryan Purcell of the
Toronto Atmospheric Fund contacted
a number of Directors on the CCI-T
board to bring to our attention information about an initiative called the Toronto Green Standard (TGS) and how it
has affected condominium living in the
past and how it should continue to do
so in future.

Let’s get a feel for the players in this adventure and success story. The Toronto
Atmospheric Fund was set up a number
of years ago with an endowment from the
city of Toronto with the primary goals
of maintaining and growing its source of
funding so that they could support and encourage/empower efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the City of Toronto.
As an arms length organization started by
the city but acting independently through
various programs, TAF has on many occasions offered specialized financing for
condominium energy projects.
About five years ago the Toronto Green
Standard was formed. It is essentially
“sets mandatory (tier 1) and voluntary/
incented (tier 2) environmental standards
for new construction in the City of Toronto. The Toronto Green Standard (TGS)
was due for an update in 2013, and City

Staff recommendations on updates were
expected to be coming to the City’s Planning and Growth Management Committee at their June 20th meeting.
While the TGS includes a variety of sustainability requirements — from electric
vehicle readiness to storm water management as examples — the component with
the most direct impact on condominium
owners is the energy efficiency requirements. Essentially the TGS has required,
as part of site plan approval in the City
of Toronto, all new buildings to significantly exceed the Ontario Building Code
energy efficiency requirements, and created financial incentives in the form of
development charge rebates for builders
who achieved the ambitious Tier 2 requirements. . In other words, if you want
to build in Toronto, you will be expected
to build to a higher energy standard than
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

Members sometimes ask “What does
CCI-T do for me? At CCI-Toronto we are
always trying to show the value of your
membership dollar and highlight the
many efforts we take on behalf of boards
and owners. Some of these efforts are obvious such as the Director courses that are
offered, but many, many efforts happen behind the scenes and are rarely shared with
our membership. This is a story of one of
those successes that CCI-Toronto thought
its membership should be aware of.
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the rest of the province. Save the planet,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, save
condominium residents in operating costs
and help the city buy time to accrue funds
for infrastructure replacement and upgrades....clearly all good stuff !
Here was the problem as relayed by Bryan
Purcell; as the provincial building code
gradually improved, the TGS energy requirements became obsolete, and the Tier
1 efficiency requirement was dropped altogether in 2012. Thus the need to update
the TGS in 2013 to ensure it continued to
achieve its purpose: keeping Toronto at the
forefront of energy efficiency and sustainability standards. However, despite research
reports commissioned by TAF and the City
recommending substantial increases in energy efficiency standards, City Staff recommended sticking with the status quo. Bryan
essentially shared that if the Planning Committee could not be convinced to renew the
Toronto Green Standard, there would be
no requirement for builders in Toronto to
produce an energy efficient product for future building owners, more or less passing
along extra operating costs.

glass and metal building envelopes, improved standards were critical. “If we are
not successful in changing their minds we
will be at the mercy of the Ontario Building Code, a minimum building standard
rather than a green building standard”
Bryan had shared.

CCI members won!
Condominiums won!
The city won!
The planet won!
Bryan also shared that prior to the TGS,
the glass towers being built in Toronto
were less energy efficient than typical
buildings constructed in the 1970s. Because of the Toronto Green Standard, the
new glass towers were actually performing as well as 40 year old buildings. However, if we wanted new buildings to outperform older ones, and reverse the trend
towards inefficient, high-maintenance

CCI-Toronto immediately jumped into
action. Directors researched and shared
information and findings and started to
prepare a deputation at the Planning and
Growth Committee meeting. Letters were
sent, requests accommodated and presentations prepared.
At the June 20, 2013 Planning and Growth
Committee meeting a number of very respected people addressed the committee
to support the renewal and continued application of the Toronto Green Standard
at a minimum of 15 percent above building code for energy efficiencies. Learned
environmental professors for the University of Toronto, economists and interested
industry representatives all spoke out in
favour of keeping the TGS energy standards better than that of the OBC.
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Your Pinhole Leak Specialists!
• Over 40 years of trusted technology

backed by licensed professionals
• Over 1 million feet of domestic hot water risers restored
• Offering 24-hour emergency plumbing services
• Dedicated to the high-rise industry
• Avoid the costs and messes that come with re-pipe projects
• Enhance the efficiency of your HVAC system

T 905•760 •0167 W www.cpltech.com E info@cpltech.com

MEMBER
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Finally Bryan Purcell’s turn to address
the committee came up. It should be
noted that during the previous presentations committee members were talking
amongst themselves, answering emails on
their phones and seemed to be generally
ignoring the presenters. Bryan, on behalf
of the Toronto Atmospheric Fund started
to refer to the two year detailed study completed and was able to quantify that updating the TGS would only add .7% of additional costs to construction. He reported
that the Toronto Green Standard had, in
fact resulted in current Toronto home and
building owners saving approximately
$20 million dollars annually in energy
bills, and reduced greenhouse gasses by
approximately 180,000 tonnes every year.
The proposed update would generate an
additional $114 million in cumulative energy savings by 2025 and reduce climate
damaging GHG emissions by another
750,000 tonnes over the same period. Cell
phones went down and discussion between
committee members stopped.

and shared that Council had voted unanimously in favour of renewing the Toronto
Green Standard and updating the energy
efficiency requirements....CCI MEMBERS
WON! CONDOMINIUMS WON! THE
CITY WON! THE PLANET WON!
We at CCI-Toronto are particularly
proud because Bryan Purcell on behalf
of the Toronto Atmospheric Fund and
acting as a key stake holder, shared with

us that he had heard if not for the deputation of CCI-Toronto, the renewal of
the Toronto Green Standard would not
likely have passed. Thanks to the collaboration of The Toronto Atmospheric
Fund and CCI-Toronto, Toronto is once
again a world leader on how to ensure
that sustainable energy efforts, and improved costs of living in new construction are the norm in North America’s
fourth largest city. C V

Next up - CCI-Toronto. How could we
compete with a very expensive two year
study? Our only hope was to throw out our
carefully prepared presentation and talk to
what we really believe this is all about. If
builders don’t incorporate energy efficiencies from the ground up, the scope of future energy projects is severely limited….
you can’t go back afterwards and change
the entire building envelope. We spoke to
the cost of living for the province’s largest
growing sector of voters, Condominiums!
That got their full attention. We spoke to
what was the right thing to do. We spoke
to ALL builders in Toronto having an
equal playing field because they would
all be held to the same standard. And we
spoke to the fact that with a cost .7% more,
the future savings would actually make
the cost of living in one of these buildings cheaper (in spite of the .7% if it were
passed on to the purchaser).
Convincing politicians to take a leadership
position when their very competent staff
recommend the opposite is no easy task, but
it worked! The Committee decision then
had to be ratified by the entire City Council in July. We knew it would be a few days
before we got word of how Council voted.
Those were tense days. Finally, Bryan Purcell contacted directors of CCI-Toronto
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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Condo of the Year Quarter Finalist
By James M. Russell

How could you not want to live in a condominium that boasts that it is a place
“where dreams come true?” For the residents of The Crown West that slogan,
adopted 25 years ago by the developer to drive sales, has become a reality.

Facing Page: Board members Kim Heppell
John Litwiller and Marlene Beresford
(not present, Shirley Kellam and Karen Moffitt)
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The Past:
In 1834 the population of what is now
Brampton was about fifty hardy pioneers.
The only building of any permanence in
what is now downtown Brampton (Queen
and Main) was William Buffy’s Tavern.
And although Brampton became a village in
1853, a County Seat in 1867, a city in 1974,
and its population swelled to more than half

a million, much of Brampton contained wide
swaths of fertile farmland well into the 80’s
when shovels finally bit into the ground and
The Crown West was born. The first residents began moving in March 1988 and the
newly minted Board held the first general
meeting of residents on December 1, 1988.
The Building:
Built by the developers Kerbel and Rice,
The Crown West consists of two-hundred,
one and two bedroom units in four different
configurations that Board President, John
Litwiller describes as “very homey.” The
units range in size from 1100 to 1448 sq feet.
Located just steps from Hurontario Street
(Highway 10) and a thirty-second drive
north of the 407, The Crown West’s suites
look out onto Lake Ontario to the south
and the elegant Caledon Hills to the north.
“On one side we can watch the fireworks at
Ontario Place on Victoria Day and on the
other side we have nature’s equally colourful

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RON JOCSAK

“I searched high and low but The Crown
West was the only condominium building
that met all the criteria on my list ,” says
Board member Kim Heppell. For Kim and
her husband Denis, The Crown West was
the first home they had ever purchased so
finding the perfect condominium in the
perfect location was crucial. “The Crown
West has everything - accessibility to the
highway (407 and 401), proximity to great
health care facilities, great value, wonderful
layouts… and a balcony!”, one of the top ten
amenities on her “must-have list”.
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Top: Paul Beresford and Marlene Beresford
Bottom: Maria Correia, Lucia Raposo, Ana Lara, and Brigitte Smith
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The Crown West, which is
almost exclusively owneroccupied with less than 5%
of the units rented, has an
active Social Committee made
up of five regular members
and a bevy of enthusiastic
resident volunteers
display of fall leaves in October,” adds John.
The Crown West’s amenities include a fully-equipped
gym; a seasonal, outdoor swimming pool, two squash
courts, billiards and party rooms, sauna, an outdoor putting green, running track, tennis court, shuffle board,
library, ping pong table, dart boards, two barbecues, a
gate house staffed around the clock, and intruder alarms
in each suites.

John Litwiller and dog, Remington

Security was a big drawing point for Board member
Marlene Beresford and her husband Paul, “Having our
house broken into was one of the reasons we decided to
sell and move to The Crown West”, she says, then adds,
“And, of course, no more snow shovelling, raking leaves
or other outdoor work. But not just that, Paul and I love
the real sense of community here.”
Board President John Litwiller, who moved to The
Crown West twenty years ago from nearby Mississauga
adds, “It’s just a really, really nice place to live, mostly
because residents take a pride in their building. Not only
is it extremely well-kept but it’s the kind of community
where you get to know your neighbours. I would be feel
comfortable knocking on any of my neighbour’s doors
and asking for a cup of sugar”.
The Crown West, which is almost exclusively owneroccupied with less than 5% of the units rented, has an active Social Committee made up of five regular members
and a bevy of enthusiastic resident volunteers.
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ComField

Property Management Services
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Property Manager
Brigitte Smith has
been at The Crown
West for nine years
and comes from a real
estate background

Brigitte Smith, Condominium Property Manager

For the past twelve years, the Social Committee has
organized a successful food drive for the Bramptonbased Ste. Louise Outreach Centre of Peel. “This year
we also donated left over candy to Ste. Louise Outreach
the Monday following Halloween.” The Crown West
doesn’t allow ‘trick or treating’ throughout the building so every year residents donate generous quantities
of Halloween goodies for The Crown West’s security
guard to distribute to the visiting ghosts, goblins, vampires, and ninjas.
The Social Committee also holds a weekly coffee meeting, card nights, bingo, a St. Patrick’s Day Stew Night,
Italian night, an End-of-Summer barbecue, and a gala
Christmas Dinner which is, “Always attended by Mr.
and Mrs. Claus,” says Property Manager Brigitte Smith,
who adds, “The North Pole’s most famous couple are the
highlight of the evening.”
But Santa and his better half aren’t the only denizens
of The Crown West festooned in red, in September
of last year Board member Kim Heppell started The
Crown West’s own chapter of the Red Hats Society,
one of 40,000 chapters in thirty-one countries, each one
dedicated, according to their website, “to reshaping the
way women are viewed in today’s culture.” The fourteen, enthusiastic and elegantly-hatted members of The
Crown West branch meet monthly.
For the The Crown West’s twenty-fifth anniversary,
which they celebrated this year, the Board, Management, and the Social Committee organized a grand
party with the help of donations from suppliers and
local businesses, including Longos and Tim Hortons.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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building and grounds. Having been with
Malvern for several years provides the
Board and residents with continuity and
stability.”
In addition to managing the property, Brigitte also publishes their monthly newsletter The Crown West News, which is distributed in hard copy and, if a resident prefers,
as a PDF. Brigitte and the Gardening Committee also work closely with the landscaper
to ensure that The Crown West’s flowerbeds and grounds complement Brampton’s
‘Flower City Strategy’.
Superintendent Marie Correia, who has
worked at The Crown West for ten years,
lives in the building and provides an important on-site presence outside of management office hours.

Bryant Boyko and Gus Ambrogi, security guards

The Management:
Property Manager Brigitte Smith,
who works for Malvern Condominium
Property Management, has been at The
Crown West for nine years and comes
from a real estate background. “I started
off as The Crown West’s Building Manager then moved up to Property Manager
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when the former PM left,” she says.
“Staff have a good knowledge of the building, property, mechanics, etc”, says Board
Member Marlene Beresford, “and Brigitte
knows every leak and crack and corner of
The Crown West which is a huge asset for
the continued maintenance of our lovely

The Board
The Crown West’s Board of Directors is
made up of: John Litwiller – President; Dr.
Shirley Kellam – Treasurer; Marlene Beresford – Secretary; and Vice-Presidents Karen
Moffitt and Kim Heppell.
Individually each Board member brings

their respective strengths so that together
they work in concert, which is a a good
thing since in the past few years the Board
of The Crown West has had more than
its share of ‘challenges’. Yet through it all
PCC 304 not only survived but thrives. Although their Reserve Fund currently tops
a healthy $1.3 million, that was not always
the case. In early in 2001, when the Condominium Act required all existing and new
condominium corporations to have a “Reserve Fund Study” undertaken, The Crown
West’s study found that their Reserve was
significantly underfunded. The Board developed a careful, thorough, and successful strategy to address their Reserve Fund
deficiency. This was accomplished despite
necessary capital expenditures for replacing the roof, waterproofing the underground parking garage, repairing all the
suite’s balconies, lobby refurbishing, and
replacing the Make-up Air Units (which
supply fresh air to the hallways).

dents must transport their pets to the public sidewalk (or cars) from their units and
back again. No pets are allowed to set their
furry paws in the common areas or on the
grounds. While most residents carry their
pets, some wheel them in baby strollers.
The Future:
By the time 2014 reveals itself, The Crown
West will have gone live with their new website. The site will feature photos, a calendar
of events, their newsletters, and other Corporation documents. Owners will also be

able to update their personal information.
Refurbishing the party room is the next major capital project for The Crown West but
conservation is always on the Board’s agenda
so they continue to reduce their waste and
energy footprint by decreasing paper-based
communication and in-suite, common element, and operational energy consumption.
If every resident and condominium corporation did the same then that would truly be a
“dream come true” for our Mother Earth. C V

Many of those repairs were expansive and
expensive but typical for a building with a
quarter century of use under its belt. “As
a Board we always strive to be proactive,”
says Board President John Litwiller, “Not
only regarding repairs and maintenance
but the Board is proactive in keeping the
residents informed of current and upcoming
changes through our newsletter and Information Meetings which are separate from
our AGM.” John points out that their AGMs
are always well-attended and, in the corporation’s twenty-five years, have never failed
to reach a quorum. Malvern’s President Bill
Thompson spoke about ‘Condominium Finances and Budgets’ at their most recent
Information Meeting.
In a tribute to the Board’s ongoing energy conservation and recycling efforts, the
September board meeting was completely
paperless. And when the lobby renovation
took place in 2011, the old, but still serviceable furniture was moved into The Crown
West’s library. Just one of the reasons that
The Crown West is able to maintain its low
common element fees (62 cents p/sq/ft)
and still keep the building and surrounding
grounds in pristine condition.
John Litwiller points out that the Board
strictly enforces PCC 304’s Rules and Bylaws, including the rule that allows only
one pet per unit and mandates that resiCONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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Opinion
By Mario Deo, BA, LLB
Fine & Deo Barristers and Solicitors

A Disaster of
Condozilla
Proportions?
CBC’s Documentary was
one-sided, to the point where
a reasonable and in-demand
market could be unfairly
and negatively affected
The recent Doc Zone segment that aired
on CBC on November 21, 2013, was extremely negative for new and existing
condominiums in Toronto. The segment
will have little effect on those who understand and know the true state of affairs
in the condominium environment in Toronto and the GTA. The key issue of note,
however, is that the segment, whether you
agree with it or not, would absolutely discourage the “discourageable” - those who
are unsure about buying and either living
in it or renting it. As well, if you own a
condominium, your friends and associates
that watched the Doc Zone will think you
are inept and unfortunate.
The concern is focused around the present condominium boom which has seen

condo towers in Toronto double in the last
decade, from approximately 650 towers to
1300. The program quotes University of
Toronto building science Professor Ted
Kesik who states that the 1960s rental
towers are more durable than many of today’s condo buildings. The reason; condo
developers realize their profit as soon as
the building is finished and registered, so
there’s little incentive to go beyond minimum building codes because the developer
has no ongoing interest in the quality of
construction. If one were completely unaware of building code requirements, and
the effort with which these requirements
have been developed, one would believe
that condominiums being built today are
not fit to be lived in and will not last a
normal lifespan without horrendous re-

pair costs. How can it be possible that
structural, fire code, electrical, heating,
and all of the other construction specifications that are required in a building
today, are not as good as what they were
in the 1960s? We all know that’s simply
not the case. The Ontario Building Code
incorporates hundreds of improvements
every year. So really, and remarkably, this
comment completely discredits the value
of the building standards in the eyes of the
viewers that would not know otherwise.
Secondly, it is true that if a builder builds
one building and never returns to the market, it can be said that that builder may do
the absolute minimum that is required to
market, construct and sell its project. The
reality, however, is different. The vast maCONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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jority of projects that are constructed are
built by developers that have an ongoing interest in their reputation and goodwill. The
writer observes literally hundreds of new
projects that have come on stream. In these
projects, a few facts are evident. Firstly, the
vast majority of the writer’s new condominium clients do not ever require a lawyer’s
assistance in rectifying construction deficiencies. This process is handled between
the corporation’s engineer and its developer, usually on a satisfactory basis over a
number of months or years. Of course, it
is unreasonable to expect that there be no
deficiencies in a newly constructed building, so this process of addressing deficiencies does occur in every project. However,
it does not occur, in most cases, with the
extensive involvement of either lawyers,
Tarion, or formal legal proceedings. The
point is that the comments in the segment,
went far beyond the reasonable in providing
information, to the point where a reasonable and in-demand market will be unfairly
and negatively affected by unbalanced journalism. Perhaps a balanced TV production
piece is too much to ask for where fear and
disaster stories sell much better than balanced facts. They are sexier no doubt, but at
the same time, it is irresponsible to paint the
entire market black, based on perhaps true,
but limited cases of a builder or purchaser
gone wrong. Most condos are still purchased by the hard working middle class
and it is their biggest single asset. To deal
with it the way this segment did is simply
being cavalier with peoples’ lives.

ing? After all, it’s only the largest purchase of her life.
• did she get the advice of an experienced
condominium lawyer once her problems started?

A balanced TV
production piece
is too much to ask
for where fear and
disaster stories sell
much better than
balanced facts.
Some basic questions needed to be asked
in some of the story lines. In the case of
the woman who bought the condominium
with the disaster kitchen:
• did she see a lawyer before she purchased? If she did go to a lawyer, did
she do the usual which is to say to her
lawyer, “can you do this deal for the
same price as my bank’s lawyers who
charge $500 per transaction”.
• did she extensively research the reputation of the developer before purchas-

The reason why many condominium buyers get a bad deal is because they do not use
some basic common sense prior to making
their decision. The answers to the above
question may reveal some lack of due diligence on the part of the unfortunate woman. It was the story of a unique problem of
a unique woman and a producer that was
looking for that unique set of facts claiming it to be ubiquitous circumstances without any real backup.
In the case where falling glass in 2011 was
painted as a disaster of condozilla proportions and a construction tsunami. Yes, it’s
true falling glass is serious. No doubt, but,
• was the falling glass limited to only
small number of newly constructed
buildings?
• was the cause of falling glass different
in each circumstance?
• did the developers generally react
responsibly, and was the problem attended to?
• was there immediate consultation
among experts to change the rules of
the Building Code with a view to eliminating the problem?
• was the Building Code in fact changed?
• the problem is essentially gone, right?
As one would expect, the answers to the
above questions are yes. I would say that
piece of reporting was slightly late in its
timeliness and had no mention whatsoever
of the quick and effective action that was
taken by the entire industry on the subject. If and where the developers reacted
irresponsibly, they were subject to hard
legal lessons. These may have been a small
number of buildings, which do not.
The segment did have some valuable
points on some issues. One of these was
the issue of too many tall buildings in
Toronto that are not “good planning” for
great “neighbourhoods” and that the City
has no way of controlling this type of development. The development is mandated
by the provincial government and interpreted by the OMB, which can overrule
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the Toronto council on matters of development. Jennifer Keesmaat, Toronto’s head
planner states the problem emphatically,
but there was no statement about what she
was actually doing about the serious issue
on our behalf. Mr. Hume’s article in this
Condo Voice issue discusses this matter
further. The writer contacted her as CCI’s
Vice President and editor of the Condo
Voice Magazine to provide her input or
a video interview. Not even a reply. But
then, who am I?
The segment went on with another problem, stating that a vast majority of new
condominiums are being purchased by investors. The implication was clearly that
this was an impending disaster. These
investors were being accused of doing
a money play like that on commodities.
Firstly, if the statement was true, is that
a bad thing? If the money is coming in
from foreign investment and investment
in general, then how is that bad for the
Canadian economy? What would happen
if these investors were not there to buy
units and rent them to willing users who
demand the rental stock not otherwise being built? Would there be enough units to
satisfy the rental demand? Would rents
be higher due to less units being on the
market? No rental apartment buildings
are owned by their renters! They are entirely investor owned. Oh my! According
to the segment’s failed logic, this ought
to be an area of grave concern. It hasn’t
been for the past 70 years. So why are investor owned condos a grave concern? It
would have been more interesting to ask
why Ontario does not allow non-rental
condo buildings? Isn’t it about time? Politically, though that isn’t fertile ground,
but it should be a right of any individual
to choose to live in a building that forbids
rentals. It seems we care about everyone’s
rights (and we should), but at the expense
of some common sense.
It would have been helpful had the program had a more balanced response, from
more industry experts, with respect to
construction, investment and condominium issues in general, such as experts from
CCI, The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation or Tarion, all of which
may have helpful statistics relating to
construction deficiencies and the health
of buildings in Toronto. C V

Getting What
You Plan For
By Chris Hume
Developers have much to answer for, but so
does the city. As the recent CBC documentary, The Condo Game, made clear, builders have left a legacy of poorly constructed
towers filled with tiny units better suited to
off-shore investors than residents.
At the same time, however, the condos they
have constructed mean that countless
thousands of people can now live where
they want -- in downtown Toronto.
Despite cramped quarters, exploding
glass panes and the whole litany of condo fiascos, the fact remains a change is
sweeping cross this city and others around
the world. After decades of being focused
on suburbia, North Americans have a newfound fascination with urban life. This
trend, which started recently, has a long
way to go.
So far, Toronto planners have yet to grasp
the significance of this generational shift.
That came clear in November, 2013, when
a senior planner told a meeting of the Toronto/East York Community Council that
although a mixed-use condo complex
proposed for King Street West was “too
dense,” it didn’t include enough parking.
This strangely contradictory response
underlines the confusion that marks
City Hall’s decision-making process. The
2,700-unit scheme, designed by world-renowned architect Frank Gehry, comprises
three towers that would be 82, 84 and 86
storeys tall. By any standard, that’s dense;
but it would come with 2,000 parking
spots for bicycles, and just 300 for cars.
The idea, of course, is that most inhabitants would ride, walk or take transit. Cars,
it was clear, did not feature prominently
in the complex. This aligns with the city’s
stated goal of increasing density and re-

ducing automobile usage.
Several years earlier, another developer
announced plans to build a condo tower
on the site of the Royal Canadian Military
Institute on University Ave. What made
the proposal so controversial was that it
included no parking. Again, city planners
objected. It was unlikely, they argued, that
the owners of the 315 units would not
need spaces to leave their cars. They were
wrong; the project sold out in days.
Still, Toronto by-laws require one parking
spot per unit. That has been reduced in
practice to .5 or .6, but clearly the market
has moved well ahead of officialdom.
That’s only one instance of how planning
has fallen behind demographic reality.
The elusive midrise development, which
the city professes to endorse, has been
stalled by similar parking requirements as
well as Ontario Building Code regulations
governing emergency exits and construction techniques. To a shocking extent, Toronto’s built form is a demonstration of the
law of unintended consequences.
In other cities – Vancouver is best Canadian example – planners focus more on
issues such as the provision of affordable
units and open space as well as the relationship between building and street.
The superiority of the Vancouver model
can be seen in the work done by Concord
Adex in Toronto and by its corporate sister,
Concord Pacific, in British Columbia. The
former, widely considered the lesser of the
two, is best known for CityPlace, which the
documentary warns could be the next St.
James Town.
The lesson is simple: you get what you plan
for. C V
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Condo Act Reform Update
Armand Conant, B. Eng., LL.B., D.E.S.S. (Sorbonne)
Shibley Righton, LLP

The Proposed
Condo Office
of Ontario
One reform recommended was
the establishment of an office
to deal with dispute resolution,
education and the regulation of
condo property managers

The government concurrently announced that it would receive additional
comments from all sectors of the condominium community and industry up to
November 8, 2013. We understand the
government received over 1,200 comments from the public along with numerous papers or comments from various
stakeholders. The Residents’ Panel was
reconvened in September which reviewed
the Stage 2 Report and we understand

that by and large they endorsed most of
it. This then concluded Stage 2 of the reform process.
Stage 3 has now commenced which will
consist of several round table meetings
of condominium owners and residents in
various parts of the province including
Ottawa, Toronto, Mississauga and London. These round tables are scheduled
to be completed by mid-January, which
will then constitute the completion of the
broad based, public consultation segment
of the reform process.
The government will continue to seek
expert advice to deal with the minute
and specialized details of the proposed

legislation and the many complicated
structures, suggestions and ideas that
have been recommended to date. We understand that the reform process is still
on target for introduction of the new legislation in early spring of 2014.
Condo Office/Condo Ontario
Although the name will definitely change,
one of the major reforms consistently recommended at all stages of the process and
by all groups is the establishment of an
office to deal with many issues in the condominium industry, particularly dispute
resolution, education and the regulation
of condo property managers. This concept is still in its embryonic stage, but has
already created considerable buzz across
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNEIDER

On September 24, 2013, the Public Policy
Forum published the Stage 2 Report (the
Expert Panel Report). It is available on the
Public Policy Forum’s website. In addition both CCI (Toronto) and ACMO have
links posted on their websites.

Ontario, and thus the balance of this article will deal with it.
From the very beginning of the review
process, a fundamental concern was the
break-down in trust, and the imbalance of
financial power between owners and their
corporations. This arises in owner/resident - corporation disputes. It was critical
to find a mechanism to rebuild the trust,
transparency and accountability and find
a way to level the economic playing field,
particularly with respect to disputes.

As part of CCI National’s GR Committee, I’ve had the opportunity to recently
speak with government representatives
from practically every jurisdiction in
Canada that has condominium legislation. All indicated that a fundamental
problem is the lack of knowledge of
condo owners and directors; this leads
to misunderstandings, mistrust and ultimately disputes. All jurisdictions also
concluded that they must find better
tools and mechanisms for more cost effective and timely resolutions of disputes.

Living Well in a Condo
What
Every Condo Owner
Living Well in a Condominium
Needs
to Know
What Every Condo Owner
Needs to Know

This is a must attend session for everyone who
is thinking about owning a condo, is new to
condos or who is confused about condos!
After attending this session, you will have a
better idea of how and why the declaration,
bylaws and rules impact you. You will gain an
understanding not only of the roles of the
manager and the board but also about your
role as an owner.
Topics covered will include:
n
n
n
n

n
n

n
n

n
n

What is a Condo and Why Live in One?
What Do I actually Own?

Choosing a Community that Fits

Basic Governance – the Act, the Declaration,
the By-Laws and the Rules
Roles of the Manager, Directors and Owners
What are Maintenance Fees and What is the
Reserve Fund?
Use of the Common Elements

Dealing with Noise, Odours, Pets and
Temperature Control
Implications of Non-Compliance
Plus much more!

Saturday, February 22, 2014
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Where: Novotel Hotel Toronto
North York
3 Park Home Avenue
Cost:

$45.00 (+HST)

Presenters:
Murray Johnson, RCM
Brookfield Residential Services
Armand Conant, B.Eng., LL.B.,
D.E.S.S. (Sorbonne)

Shibley Righton LLP

Presented by…

Toronto and Area Chapter

Registration Form on reverse…

Whether you are already living in a condo or are considering
purchasing a condo – this is the session to help you make the most
of the condominium lifestyle!
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As the idea of an office grew, it became
clear that it would be extremely beneficial to condos across Ontario if it took on
additional roles and services.
As a result, it was recommended that the
office be a new umbrella organization that
at its core must be arm’s length from government (with oversight by the government) and have its own board of directors,
and be transparent, accountable and fair.
All committees, including the Expert
Panel spent considerable time studying
this recommendation and ultimately increased the roles of the office to four main
functions:
a) Education, information and awareness
for whole community including firsttime condo purchasers, directors, owners, tenants, residents and many more
b) Dispute resolution/settlement.
c) Regulation/licensing of condominium
property managers.
d) Collection of information on, and creation of a registry of condominium corporations, including statistical data.
In order to achieve the independence from
government, the recommendation is that
this office would be what is referred to as
a “Delegated Administrative Authority”
(“DAA”). Examples of DAA’s include the
Board of Funeral Services, Travel Industry Council of Ontario and Real Estate
Council of Ontario. These authorities are
self-financing and have their own budget, administration, board of directors
and autonomy from the government but
with ultimate oversight by the Ministry
of Consumer Services.
It is important to note that one way in
which this office would retain its independence is that it will not advocate or lobby
on behalf of the condominium industry.
It is to be an administrative body supplying excellent value added to every owner,
resident, director and condominium corporation in Ontario.
The Expert Panel
I realized from the outset that the establishment of a new office would raise the
fundamental question of how it would be
funded. At the beginning of the reform
process, it was made it clear that given
the economic climate, the government
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would not be able to provide funds for any
projects. In other words, in recommending the creation of this office, it had to be
self funded, which we all knew would be
greeted with scepticism from condominium owners and directors.
Although a tremendous amount of business and cost modeling and analysis still
must be undertaken, some of the sources
of funding would be:

rate profile for a regular company in
Ontario).
b) Relationship with licensing of condo
property manager licensing.
c) A modest fee anticipated to be paid by
each condominium corporation (estimated at this time to be equivalent to
$1 - $3 per unit per month).
d) Other funding sources yet to be determined.

a) A user fee for such matters as: (i) dispute resolution; and (ii) retrieval of
condo registry information (similar to
what one would pay if seeking a corpo-

At first there was push back, however when
learning about the various services proposed to be offered, that the office would
nimble, self-financing and all under one

roof, we have found that people became and
are becoming more supportive.
One of the important aspects of this new
office will be dispute resolution and potential cost savings to the participants.
We understand that case studies are being conducted to try to determine the average cost of disputes to estimate these
cost savings Although there are no firm
studies concluded yet, we are hearing average figures in the range of $12,000 for
disputes going to mediation and $222,000
to arbitration or the courts.
If these numbers prove to be fairly accurate, then a properly run condo office,
providing the proposed services for education, awareness, early dispute resolution
and guidance, could reduce or even avoid
many disputes and result in significant
cost savings, which savings could be far
in excess of the levy or fee for the office.
I have had the opportunity to moderate or
speak at several town hall meetings across
the province at which many owners and
directors attended. After explaining the
various proposed functions of the office
and the value added that it can bring to
the community, which would apply to every single corporation whether or not it
has many disputes, it was interesting to
note that the vast majority agreed with
the proposed funding model, with three
common concerns:
1. Will the condo office grow to be another level of bureaucracy?
2. Will the levy or fee rise dramatically
and without limit over the next few
years? While everybody accepted over
a long period of time that it must go
up, the concern was that it would rise
dramatically in a very short period of
time and thus safeguards and assurances must be established.
3. We must be sure that the money is used
properly and not raise the types of concerns that have arisen in the past with
certain government initiatives.
These concerns are being addressed by
various committees and the end result
should be able to properly satisfy the
community with proper safeguards and
structure.
Both the provinces of Nova Scotia and
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British Columbia have introduced some
form of condominium office providing the
education, information and awareness and
dispute resolution functions. We understand that although these offices are still
going through growing pains, overall
they appear to be working well. In Ontario, the proposal is for the office to have
two additional responsibilities, being the
regulation and licensing of condo managers (although the actual licensing may be
done by a separate arm’s length DAA but
with oversight by the condo office) and
maintaining the registry and statistical

data of condominium corporations.
Minister Tracy MacCharles, Minister of
Consumer Services, spoke at the opening session of this year’s CCI-T/ACMO
condominium conference explaining the
potential and role of the condominium office that has been proposed by the experts,
while recognizing the challenges that lie
ahead and the concerns raised to date. As
mentioned earlier in this article the name
of the office has not yet been determined
and the Minister jokingly suggested we
should have a contest to determine its

name, as “Condo Ontario” or “The Condo
Office” do not appear to be very popular.
Therefore, over the next few months
a tremendous amount of work will be
undertaken by various committees to
analyse and develop business and funding models for the new office along with
determining its name, so that it can truly
fulfill the goals set by all stakeholders,
the Residents Panel and the Expert Panel, and be a tremendous asset to the condominium community across Ontario for
many years to come. C V
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interest to condominium owners
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Home Staging: Showcasing
Your Home for Sale

by Ella Zerster,
The Last Detail
Home Staging

Home Staging is a fast and effective way to showcase condos
to prospective buyers in order to sell quickly and get the best
price. By investing in the right items and areas in your home
you will get the maximum return on your property. Studies
show that staging your home will help sell your property
in ½ the time for 6-14% more money; making home staging
the biggest bang for your buck.
64
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BEFORE STAGING, ABOVE LEFT

When decorating for living, you decorate
with your comfort and taste in mind. When
it comes time to sell your condo, the décor
should appeal to any buyer who walks in
your door. You can achieve this by using
the right furniture, art and accessories,
and placing them in a way where they will
highlight the condo’s features and make the
place appear larger and more elegant. Just
like going to a job interview, or on a first
date, you always want to look your best.
You know what they say… You only get
one chance to make that first impression!
Did you know that buyers take only 3-6

BEFORE STAGING, ABOVE RIGHT

minutes to look through a property? Staging will help ensure that every second is
spent falling in love with your space.
From the moment they walk in the door,
buyers want to feel like they want to live
there. That’s what they are looking for. To
fall in love.
The fact that they came to see your condo,
means that:
• They know your asking price and can
afford it
• They like the building and the neighborhood

Showcasing your home’s best features
takes more than cleaning and de-cluttering. While those are a given when preparing your home for sale, staging your home
with a professional will create favorable
impressions everywhere the buyer’s eyes
will rest. By highlighting selling features,
enhancing functionality and visual flow, a
good home stager, can create a desire in
the buyer to make your home their own.
Preparing a home for sale, regardless of
price or location requires using a proven,
professional set of guidelines. A stager
will review your condo for compliance
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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BEFORE STAGING, ABOVE RIGHT

BEFORE STAGING, BELOW RIGHT
with pre-set standards, and any necessary
modifications are suggested and made.
Once the condo is staged, your realtor can
take better photos helping them attract
more buyers to your door.
More and more of our clients tend to
move out of the property when they decide to put it on the market. Especially
if they have little kids or they are busy
professionals who don’t have the time
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to keep the space spotless.
Once your condo is listed for sale, you may
have 3-6 showings a day. You must make
sure the condo is always in pristine condition. The more showings you have, the
more likely you are to get an offer.
Should I Show it Empty?
One of the biggest misconceptions is that
it’s better to show a condo empty. This is

not the case. It is important for your realtor to have amazing photos of your condo.
Photos of empty rooms have no scale, personality and are not memorable.
In a unit with an open concept living and
dining room, it is hard for buyers to picture how they will fit the spaces together.
“Where do I put my dining table?”, “How
many dining chairs can I fit?”, Where does
the TV go?” These are common questions

that will arise in buyers during showings.
By placing furniture to show how the
spaces work together you are providing a
solution. Questions lead to doubts and you
do not want potential buyers leaving your
suite with hesitations.
I cannot count how many times once we
were done staging a suite, the home owners were amazed how much bigger the
suite looks. Staging can also distract from
any imperfections such as scratched floors,
bad paint job etc. Buyers are more likely
to overlook minor imperfections if their
overall impression is positive.
For example, this 2 bedroom condo at
Yonge and York Mills, priced at just over
600,000 dollars. Before staging, it stayed on
the market for 90 days, with no offers. The
feedback the agent was getting is that it’s
dated. Even though the building was only
6 years old, buyers just could not see past
the owner’s antique furniture. The agent
recommended removing everything from
the suite and getting it staged. Once the
suite had updated furniture, art, accessories
and bedding, and was presented properly, it
sold in 3 days at full asking price.

More and more of our clients
tend to move out of the
property when they decide to
put it on the market. Especially
if they have little kids or they
are busy professionals
lio to show you of other projects they
staged. They should be able to present
you with no less than 5 condos. Watch
out for stagers who present someone
else’s work as their own - ask questions
about the properties.
• Ask to see photos of the type of furnishings and accessories they plan to bring
you. Make sure they have the items
available for you when you need them.
• Do they carry Liability insurance?
A professional company will have li-

•

•
•
•
•

ability insurance and WSIB for their
employees.
Do they present you with an agreement to sign? Their quote should be in
written format, listing everything they
plan to bring you.
How long is the agreement for? What
happens after?
Which rooms are covered?
Are they available when you would like
to list your condo?
How long will they take to stage? C V

Here is another example of a condo that
was also listed for a few months, with
lots of showings, but no offers. Staging
the suite brought warmth and elegance to
the space, it also showed where the dining
room would be, whereas before staging
it did not exist. Once it was relisted with
a new look and new photos, the seller received 2 offers and sold over asking price
in 2 days. The seller was pleasantly surprised to sell it so quickly and for more
money than he was asking for!
How Do I Choose a Home Stager?
As with any other service, it’s important
to do your research and find a seasoned
professional who knows their craft and
will charge appropriately for it. You can
start by asking your realtor, if they know
someone they like to use, or just search
on-line. These days staging has become
very popular. There are many stagers to
choose from but keep in mind, they are
NOT all equal. Here are some things to
consider:
• Look at their website, if you don’t like
what you see, keep looking until you do.
• Make sure they have a good portfoCONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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You need.
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RelY on.
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Garage, balcony and
building envelope evaluation
Building repair and renewal
Reserve Fund Studies

l

Performance Audits

l

Retro-Commissioning

Engineering Better Buildings

TM

ContaCt: Sean allman P.Eng.
416.644.0246 / sallman@halsall.com / halsall.com

Toronto • Ottawa • Sudbury • Richmond Hill • Burlington • Calgary • Vancouver • Washington D.C.
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Whether you are living in the condo or it
is an investment that you have decided to
sell, getting the best price requires great
presentation. When it comes to home
staging, you really get what you pay for. It
may not be wise to choose a stager based
on price alone. If it’s too cheap, they may
not be doing much for you, or they have
no experience. If the price is too high, it
may not make economic sense.
Logistics:
It’s best to book an appointment with a
stager at least 2 weeks before you would
like to list your condo. The stager may
suggest for you to do things that may
take time, such as painting, de-cluttering
and removing some of your items.
You will need to book the elevator for
staging purposes. Make sure you understand the building’s rules.
Staged homes can have a huge emotional
impact on prospective buyers, making
them think: “this is where I want to live”.
When competing with other condos, the
staged ones are more memorable, making the selling process faster and more
profitable. C V
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By Denise Lash, B.Sc., LL.B, ACCI, FCCI
Heenan Blaikie LLP

The
Perfect
Hosts
Are you responsible
for your guests’
actions once they
leave the party?

The events giving rise to the case were
tragic. A couple hosted a New Year’s Eve
party at their house. It was a “BYOB”
event– bring your own booze. One of the
guests drank excessively. The hosts were
not aware he was impaired, nor was there
evidence that they had served him drinks.

Shortly after midnight, the guest left the
party and was in a head-on collision with
another vehicle carrying four people.
One of those passengers was killed and
the other three were seriously injured. Of
those three passengers, Zoe Childs, was
left paralyzed from the waist down. The
guest was convicted of various criminal
offences and received a sentence of ten
years. Ms. Childs sued the guest, as well
as the two hosts of the party. The Supreme Court denied Ms. Childs’ claim
against the two hosts, deciding that as a
general rule, the host of a private party
where alcohol is served (referred to as
“social host” in legal terms) is not liable
to a member of the public for injuries
caused by a guest, unless the host was
actively involved in creating or contrib-

uting to the event that caused the injury
(the Court was clear that simply hosting
a party where alcohol is served was insufficient in this regard).
Why is this decision significant for condominium boards and residents? Think
about all of the social gatherings that
occur almost on a daily basis in condominium communities. The parties organized by the condominium board for its
residents during the holiday season, the
summer barbeques where there may be
guests invited who live outside of the condominium or simply a few neighbours getting together for some evening cocktails.
What are the potential implications for
the board and the residents involved when
alcohol starts to be consumed?
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
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ILLUSTRATION BY MAURICE VELLEKOOP

Drinking and driving. The dangers are
widely known but the problem persists.
It’s something we all need to be conscious
of when attending events where alcohol
may be served. Accidents caused by impaired drivers can have devastating consequences on all involved. In May 2006, the
Supreme Court of Canada weighed in on
one such case and the decision since that
time has had important implications for
condominium residents.

condominium

owners
The Supreme Court’s decision means
that as a general rule, social hosts, such as
condominium corporations and residents,
will not be held responsible for the actions

of their guests once they leave the party.
This conclusion seems fair and reasonable. The Supreme Court recognized the
importance of guests being held account-

able for their own actions and not forcing
social hosts to bear those consequences.
The Court found that social hosts are
generally not expected to monitor their
guests’ drinking, nor do they have an effective means for doing so. In contrast, the
Supreme Court has previously recognized
that commercial hosts (bars, restaurants,
taverns), who operate within a highly regulated environment but nonetheless have
an incentive to encourage their patrons to
drink, are under a duty to ensure that they
monitor the consumption of their patrons
and may be held liable for injuries suffered
by members of the public caused by impaired patrons.
However, it is important to note that
in the Childs case the Supreme Court
stated that it was not deciding the issue
of whether a social host who continues
to serve an already visibly intoxicated
guest should be found liable for injuries
caused by the guest to members of the
public. This important distinction from
the circumstances in Childs will remain
unresolved until an appeal involving
those facts makes its way to the Supreme
Court. In the United States, some states
have imposed liability on social hosts in
those circumstances. Regardless of how
that question is answered in Canada,
we should all continue to act responsibly whenever we are in social situations
where alcohol may be served.
A Few Tips
• Tell residents/guests that are planning
on driving, to arrange for designated
drivers.
• Post on a board or a noticeable place,
phone numbers for various taxi companies.
• If you notice that residents/guests are
intoxicated and they are planning on
driving, call a taxi for them.
• If a resident/guest is extremely intoxicated, stop serving them alcohol. Try
to keep them sober before they leave.
• Any resident/guest that insists on
driving, time to call the police. C V
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CONNIUM MANAGEMENT INC.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONALISM:
OUR PROMISE TO ENSURE YOUR COMFORT

v
v
v
v
v

We respond to your concerns promptly.
Hassle free cancellation
Engineering background, Project management experience.
We serve GTA and surrounding areas.
We care about your property as our own house.

Connium Management Inc. has been in the Property Management ﬁeld since 1988
with more than 25 years of professional management experience. We specialize in
property management services in Residen l Condominium Complexes, Commercial
Proper es, Shopping Centres and Shared Facility. Key areas of management are:
building management, administra ve, ﬁnancial management and daily administra on.
We provide sincere and reliable management services.
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Wilson
Blanchard

Condominium
Management
with Experience
and Integrity

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGING:
Condominiums
Office & Retail Buildings

Wilson, Blanchard Management Inc.
16 Four Seasons Place, Suite 206, Toronto, Ontario M9B 6E5
Tel. 416.642.2807 866.642.2807 Fax. 416.642.2810CONDOVOICE WINTER 2013
www.wilsonblanchard.com
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